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Our mission scorecard

Core measures
of our success

Our vision

→

To be valued by our stakeholders and ad
by our peers for the quality and impact o

Our strategic priority

→

To maximise the impact of our science, s
New Zealand, our stakeholders and for P

Our customers expect

→

High quality science,
innovative IP, products
and services

→

A knowle
enduring
choice

Our institute must have

→

Science excellence

→

Partners
relations

For the shareholder:
→→ Positive rating by core
stakeholders of our
science impact
→→ Quantified impact on
social, economic and
environmental prosperity
→→ Enduring commercial
sustainability
→→ Demonstrated impact
for Māori stakeholders

For customers:
→→ Relevant, high quality,
timely outputs and
delivery
→→ High impact return on
investment

Science practice and outputs
benchmarked against
the highest international
standards.

→→ Vision and commitment
to inform and help
realise their goals

Systems and culture that
recognise and support the
pursuit of robust, innovative
and creative science.

For Plant & Food
Research:
→→ A performance culture
with a talented,
engaged workforce

→→ Enduring relationships
with Māori enterprises
and Iwi

Long-term
relationshi
with partne
to apply re
maximum

Understanding and respect
for Mātuaranga Māori.

→→ Depth and growth
in research and
commercial
relationships
→→ Robust commercial
performance

Global rese
that enhan
science qu

Our values reflect

→

Achievement through
leadership

Our mission scorecard is available for download from: www.plantandfood.co.nz
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operational excellence
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Teams structured to lift delivery
of breakthough innovation.
Emphasis on managing outputs
to meet or exceed customer
demand for high quality,
timeliness and relevance of
research and advice.
Greater organisational flexibility
and agility to take on new
challenges and maximise
opportunities.

ry and the creative application
nowledge

→

Selective, strategic
investment that optimises
our research portfolio for
impact and commercial
sustainability of delivery.
Robust market identification
matched with imagination
and flexibility in business
and contract models.

Relationships based on honesty,
mutual respect and trust

→

The right people,
highly engaged and
well led

Our mission:
A sustainable business
delivering science that
maximises opportunities
to enhance New Zealand’s
economic, environmental
and social prosperity.
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Highlights 2013

→ Release of ‘CRBA131’ forage barley
to the industry. Marketed as Monty,
‘CRBA131’ is used to supplement
animal grazing in times of low pasture,
Monty is the first awnless forage
barley released in New Zealand
and its lack of spikes increases its
acceptability as a forage crop.

→ Supporting the launch of the
new Piqa® range of pears.
Commercialised by Prevar™ Ltd,
the family of hybrid pears combine
European, Japanese and Chinese
pear traits to deliver a new consumer
experience. Prevar™ is in discussions
with licensees in both the Southern
and Northern Hemispheres to take
these pears to market.

→ Managing and attending an MBIEfunded Functional Foods delegation
to Japan. The visit by representatives
from 14 New Zealand companies and
academic institutions showcased
New Zealand’s capabilities in the
functional foods research space and
generated many new business and
research opportunities with Japanese
food companies.
→ Releasing the parasitoid wasp
Mastrus ridens as a new biocontrol
agent for use in apple orchards.
Approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency in June, the wasp
attacks the cocoons of codling moth,
a major pest species. The wasps
are being released into Hawke’s Bay
orchards to analyse their efficiency as
biocontrol agents.

→ Collaborating with AgResearch, Scion
and Callaghan Innovation to create
the Bioresource Processing Alliance.
The BPA aims to develop a pipeline
of new high-value products from
biological industry waste streams to
generate new export products.

→ Starting construction of a new
site in Nelson to enhance our
seafood research programmes.
The new finfish rearing facility will
provide enhanced resources for the
development of research programmes
that benefit the seafood industry.

→ Commercialising a new natural
fungicide for residue-free control of
botrytis bunch rot on grapes.
MIDI-Zen®, which provides control of
botrytis in the mid-season period of
growth, is being sold through Botry-Zen
2010 Ltd and when combined with two
other biocontrol products, BOTRY-ZEN®
and ARMOUR-Zen®, provides a seasonlong biocontrol programme for grape
growers.
→ Developing a series of new
collaborations with Chinese research
institutions. As part of an ongoing
programme to build a profile with
the Asian market, we have signed
an agreement with the Yunnan
Department of Science & Technology,
and have established a joint research
laboratory for fruit science with the
Chinese Academy of Agriculture
Science Fruit Research Institute in the
Henan province.

Highlights
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→ Releasing the vitalvegetables®
product range onto the market.
Working with Vital Vegetables
Marketing Partners, the first five
products – three salads, a coleslaw
and a vegetable medley – have been
released in supermarkets across
New Zealand. The new category of
vegetable products offers consumers
more information about the nutrients
and health benefits delivered by
specific vegetable mixes.

→ Supporting the development of a New
Zealand-grown blackcurrant extract
product for relieving mental stress.
A clinical trial showed that, compared
with a placebo, an extract from New
Zealand company Just the Berries
Ltd allowed participants to work more
accurately without slowing down and
with increased alertness after mentally
fatiguing tests. The product is now
being marketed as a functional food
ingredient under the brand delcyan™.
→ Initiating a new PGP with PGG
Wrightson Ltd and the Ministry for
Primary Industries to develop new
high-value forage crops for the dairy
industry. Under the PGP, our brassica
breeders will develop new herbicidetolerant forages as well as new
forage rape and swede cultivars with
improved disease resistance.

→ Joining with Italian research institute
IASMA to complete the whole
genome sequence of the European
pear, presented at the international
Rosaceae conference RGC6. The
publication of the pear genome will
support researchers in identifying key
genes of interest and fast-tracking the
breeding of new pear cultivars.
→ Establishing a new joint research
unit with Spanish agrifood institute
IRTA. The IRTA-PFR Research
Innovation Unit (IPRIU) will allow
science teams from both institutions
to develop joint proposals for
competitive funding rounds, both
in New Zealand and Europe.

→ Transferring Varroa Sensitive
Hygiene (VSH) bee colonies to the
New Zealand beekeeping sector. The
presence of varroa in a beehive can kill
all bees within a few months, affecting
pollination of key food and feed crops.
VSH bees naturally clean their hives of
varroa, reducing costs and complexity
of controlling the mite.

→ Initiating a new programme of
research through NZAid to develop the
dragon fruit industry in Vietnam. The
programme will develop new cultivars,
sustainable production systems and
training in postharvest management
for local farmers. The objective is to
develop competitive advantage for
growers and sustainable economic
returns, contributing to NZ Aid’s
overarching goal of reducing poverty.

→ Collaborating with fellow CRIs,
universities and commercial partners
in the establishment of two new
science hubs. The Lincoln Hub is
focused on creating a world-class
agricultural research and education
facility, while the Palmerston North
hub, Food HQ, will concentrate on the
agri-food industry.

2013
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Chairman’s commentary

New Zealand has an ambitious growth agenda, and the horticulture,
arable, seafood and food industries have a role to play. We will continue to
work closely with our partners to prioritise resources for new and existing
markets, and to ensure New Zealand remains competitive globally.

New Zealand has an ambitious growth agenda, and the
horticulture, arable, seafood and food industries have a role
to play. Food and beverages from horticulture, cropping and
smart, sustainable seafood and marine products currently earn
New Zealand more than $8.5 billion every year. When individual
sector aspirations are combined, earnings are projected to
reach $17 billion by 2025.
Rising incomes in Asia continue to be a major driver of New
Zealand’s export growth, and markets in Asia are increasing
their share of New Zealand exports. Partners across all our
Core Purpose sectors are rebalancing their marketing and
supply efforts in line with this trend.
Plant & Food Research will support industry partners in
meeting demands around food safety and market access, as
well as delivering novel products that excite consumers and
earn a premium. We will continue to work closely with our
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partners to prioritise resources for new and existing markets,
and to ensure New Zealand remains competitive globally.
The further development of Māori-owned resources and the
greater development of Māori enterprises hold potential to
accelerate growth across New Zealand’s primary sector. The
opportunities for growth, outlined in the Māori Economic
Development Strategy and Action Plan, He Kai Kei Aku Ringa,
call for science-led innovation to realise the full potential of
Māori land and sea resources. For Plant & Food Research, strong
partnerships with Māori, which deliver relevant science and
support Māori economic development goals, are a high priority.
Our success will be reflected in the success of our industry
partners – delivering products that command premiums
in the global market place and gain higher market share
whilst delivering on New Zealand’s promise of reduced
environmental impact.

Strong financial performance
In a difficult operating environment Plant & Food Research has
exceeded its budgeted targets this year. This has been achieved
through a combination of revenue growth and a concerted effort
to control costs, while still delivering impact for industry. This
has been a great achievement by the team.
Plant & Food Research completed the year with a Net Profit
after Tax (NPAT) of $2.2 million, better than budget by $0.7
million. Total revenue for the full year is $1.3 million or 1%
better than budget. Stronger royalty revenue contributed most
to the better than budget revenue result.

Board of Plant & Food Research since its inception and prior
to that as a director of HortResearch since 2003. I welcome
Greg Gent and Professor Juliet Gerrard to the Board, who bring
with them valuable commercial and scientific experience, and
I look forward to working with them and the other directors in
ensuring the success of the Institute.
I would also like to recognise CEO Peter Landon-Lane, his Senior
Management Team and the wider Plant & Food Research staff
for their ongoing commitment to our mission. Together we will
continue to deliver impact for our Core Purpose industries and
maximise opportunities to build economic, environmental and
social prosperity for New Zealand.

Changes to the Board
I’d like to thank our departing Board members for their
contribution – Professor Alison Stewart, who has been a
director since 2010, and Jim Scotland, who has served on the

Michael Ahie
Chairman

Plant & Food Research will
support industry partners
in meeting demands
around food safety and
market access, as well as
delivering novel products
that excite consumers and
earn a premium.
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CEO’s review

The New Zealand Government has issued a challenge to the primary
sector – to double exports to $60 billion and increase food exports to 40%
of GDP by 2025. As the lead Crown Research Institute for the horticulture,
cropping, seafood and wider food and beverage sectors, Plant & Food
Research will be a major driver for science-led innovation that supports our
Core Purpose industries in meeting this target.

Collaborating for maximum impact
To ensure we can best deliver on our promise of new products
and technologies that increase the value and productivity
of the sector, we recognise the need for collaboration –
with Government, with industry and with other research
organisations, both at home and abroad.
We are deepening our relationship with all related government
departments, particularly with the Ministry for Primary
Industries, who represent many of our sectors. In the three
years since its inception, we have worked with our industry
partners in securing funding through MPI’s Primary Growth
Partnership. A new PGP with PGG Wrightson to develop new
forage crops for the industry builds on a five-year partnership
that has already successfully delivered a number of new
cultivars that are demonstrating success in the market. Our
PGP-funded programme with the seafood industry is also on
track to deliver new harvesting technologies that will enhance
the value of the catch and the reputation of the New Zealand
industry over the next decade.

The National Science Challenges developed by the New Zealand
Government this year have demonstrated the alignment of our
research with the needs of New Zealand. Our research directly
addresses five of the ten identified challenges and our science
strategy will continue to build knowledge in these key areas.
The development of research hubs in Lincoln and Palmerston
North provides exciting new opportunities for us to deliver
impact for our Core Purpose industries. The Lincoln hub
will allow us to build on our existing partnerships with other
organisations in the agricultural production area, while the
launch of Food HQ in Palmerston North will support our aims
in providing science-led innovation for the food and beverage
industries alongside key CRI, university and industry partners.
Plant & Food Research will work with its hub partners to
ensure optimal use of the physical space to create a more
cohesive and collaborative environment between organisations.
This has also been extended to our Auckland site, where
the strategic development of our facilities will free up space
and encourage the formation of a new collaboration hub.

Our focus is on growth
and performance –
for New Zealand and for
Plant & Food Research.
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The upgrade of our working spaces is expected to improve
productivity and enable a change in the way we work to better
deliver impact for our Core Purpose industries.

Research to address the challenges
Plant & Food Research continues to work closely with the
kiwifruit and potato sectors as they respond to pest incursions.
In kiwifruit, Psa remains a major challenge, but there are
strong reasons for a positive outlook. Research is delivering
growers options to help manage the disease, and new moretolerant cultivars are set to play a major role. Zespri has
released licences for more than 3,000 hectares of the new Gold3
cultivar, bred by Plant & Food Research under our new cultivar
development partnership. Zespri has declared this an important
first step in the Psa recovery which, despite the challenges still
to come, has seen some cautious optimism return to the sector.
Potato growers are similarly now employing new management
techniques for the tomato-potato psyllid and our science has
substantially reduced the cost of controlling this insect pest.

Looking to the future
In the two years since the introduction of Core Funding, we have
refreshed our strategy, organisational structure and investment
process to ensure continued alignment with the needs of our
industries. Our focus is on growth and performance – for New
Zealand and for Plant & Food Research. We are ready to meet
the challenge set for us – to continue to deliver competitive
advantage for New Zealand while achieving financial success
for the Institute.
I would like to thank all the staff for their outstanding
contribution over the past year. I remain convinced of the
strength of our organisation and its staff in delivering value for
New Zealand.

Peter Landon-Lane
Chief Executive Officer
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Our impact

Research that delivers
Our strategic framework
focuses our unique combination
of research and commercial
capabilities around six
outcome-based platforms.
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Outcome

1 Better cultivars faster™
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Outcome

2 Residue-free pest and disease control
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Outcome

3 Sustainable and profitable production systems
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Outcome

4 Proprietary, premium foods and beverages
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Outcome

5 Secure, sustainable seafood production
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6 Premium seafood and marine-based products
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The following pages contain impact case studies.
For more go to www.plantandfood.co.nz/growingfutures
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Our impact

1 Better cultivars faster™

Our impact indicators

Our key targets

→→ Economic growth to New Zealand from the
production of Plant & Food Research-bred cultivars

→→ A platform with new genomic and breeding tools
delivering cultivars with the key traits desired by
industry, in half the time currently required

→→ Category growth and market access maintained
or increased in key markets through novel cultivar
development.

→→ Tailored cultivars for specific production systems,
environmental variability and change
→→ Complete genomic sequencing and deep
sequencing of germplasm to identify allelic
differences of importance for both New Zealand
and global environments.

A number of industry strategies for the horticulture and arable
sectors identify new proprietary cultivars as key for successful
future growth by allowing value creation and price premiums,
commercial growth and control of intellectual property.
The New Zealand Institute of Economic Research has modelled
the benefit to the industry and identified that the investment to
develop new cultivars will be the dominant driver of growth in
the horticulture sector to achieve the target industry turnover
of over $10 billion by 2020.
We use conventional breeding techniques to create new
cultivars, using our knowledge of the genetics of key traits to
inform the breeding process. We create new fruits, vegetables,
arable and ornamental crops with novel characteristics that
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appeal to the consumer, grow market share and attract a price
premium, as well as provide advantages to the grower such
as higher yield, pest and disease resistance, seasonality and
storage potential. Our extensive germplasm collection provides
us with a wide range of genetic diversity that will be included
in our breeding programmes, and our genomics research
identifies and isolates new genes for key traits, allowing our
breeding team to screen for these genes faster and to narrow
the search for parents with the ideal genetic profile. We
also screen offspring and isolate those plants with the most
promising genetic potential for further breeding or commercial
success, reducing the number and increasing the quality of
selections entering assessment trials.

Case studies

→ Apples that sell for 30% more in UK supermarkets
New Zealand produces 300,000 tonnes of apples for export each
year, generating $340 million in export revenue. Older varieties
are increasingly being replaced by new varieties with taste
profiles tailored for the discerning consumer, earning a premium
in the global marketplace.
Our apple breeding programme has released more than ten new
cultivars to the New Zealand pipfruit industry since the mid1990s. These apples now account for more than 17% of apple
exports and earn a premium in offshore markets such as the UK,
Europe and the USA. The cultivar ‘SciFresh’, released in 2004 and
marketed by ENZA as Jazz® apples, sell for a 30% premium over
some older apple varieties, such as ‘Royal Gala’ and ‘Braeburn’, in
major UK supermarket chains.
Many Plant & Food Research cultivars are also licensed offshore,
offering a year-round supply and building brand loyalty with
consumers. Close to 4 million boxes of Jazz® apples are sold
globally throughout the year, with trees planted under licence to
ENZA in New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, Germany, Italy, the
UK, USA and Chile.

→ Potatoes that make a good French fry
New Zealand produces 586,000 tonnes of potatoes each
year, with a value of $570 million. Around 20% of this value is
generated by exports, mainly processed as French fries.
New cultivars tailored to the New Zealand conditions and
providing excellent processing qualities are vital in growing
exports from potato products. Resistance to pests and diseases,
such as the tomato potato psyllid (see page 13) and powdery
scab, and yield are important in production of both processed
and fresh potatoes, but processing potatoes must also have
the right shape and size for processing and must be able to be
stored at low temperatures.

→ Making sure livestock eat well in the winter
During the winter, New Zealand farmers feed their cows and
sheep on more than 300,000 hectares of forage brassicas. Kale,
swede, rape, turnip and radish crops provide high yielding, high
quality food for the animals, supporting around $16 billion of
exports from dairy and meat products.
Forage Innovations Limited, a joint venture between Plant
& Food Research and PGG Wrightson Seeds, is the largest
dedicated forage brassica breeding company in the world. Forage
Innovations cultivars are estimated to provide an estimated
annual benefit of $26.5 million to New Zealand farmers – in
additional milk solids from dairy herds and increased weight of
beef and sheep cattle – as well as $250,000 in export revenue
from seed sales.

Plant & Food Research has released nine potato cultivars to the
market since 1995, the most successful of which is ‘Moonlight’.
‘Moonlight’ is a high yielding potato with good pest and disease
resistance, suitable for packing and processing.

It is estimated that around 12% of
the total area of potato production
in New Zealand is planted with
‘Moonlight’, the majority of which
is used for French fry production.

Scan with Layar
for augmented
reality content
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Our impact

2 Residue-free pest and disease control

Our impact indicators

Our key targets

→→ Enhanced international competitiveness of export
sectors through pest and disease management
solutions to maintain and/or increase market access

→→ New tools and systems for biologically based pest
and disease control

→→ New Zealand’s environmental quality enhanced by
minimising pest and disease incursions, managing
pests and diseases and reducing risks associated
with pest management technologies.

To maintain access to international markets, invasive pests
and diseases must be prevented from crossing borders, and
existing pests and diseases must be controlled without leaving
problematic chemical residues on produce for export.
Primary industries are moving increasingly from chemically
to biologically and ecologically based methods for pest and
disease control but must still meet profitability and market
access expectations. Alongside this, the threat of major
incursions or market access failures needs to be reduced
through strengthened border and pre-border protection.
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→→ New cultivars stacked with targeted pest and
disease resistance
→→ New ‘safe’ disinfestation technologies
→→ Improved biosecurity risk assessments, detection
technologies, optimised surveillance approaches
and new tools for response and eradication.

Plant & Food Research apply an ecosystem approach in
dealing with plant pests and pathogens, while minimising
residues from traditional chemical controls to maintain market
access. Our researchers develop integrated pest and disease
management systems that incorporate a range of methods
applied throughout the pre- and postharvest systems, working
with industry to enable a shift from traditional chemical-based
programmes to those based on biological and ecological
knowledge. We also work across country borders to minimise
incursions of new pests and pathogens and with industry
in developing new control methods and protocols when
challenged with new incursions.

Case studies

→ Combating a potato pest
The tomato-potato psyllid (TPP) was discovered in New Zealand
in 2006 and has since spread across the country. The insect
carries a bacterium, Candidatus Liberibacter solanacearum
which reduces yield and quality of the crop. The New Zealand
potato industry estimates that the total impact on the industry
is 5% of total value chain per year. Ongoing annual costs are
estimated at $28 million, including $6 million in control costs.
Knowledge of the insect’s biology and behaviour has led to the
establishment of an insect pest management (IPM) approach
to the psyllid incursion. The establishment of spraying
regimes based on insect monitoring programmes is saving
the industry an estimated $1 million annually in control costs
and significantly reducing the amount of chemical insecticides
used on potato fields.

→ Washing pests away
Produce shipments must meet the phytosanitary requirements at
market borders and the presence of insect pests can potentially
close the doors to $340 million of apple exports. A new apple
washing system, designed by Compac® Sorting Equipment, was
commissioned by Mr Apple New Zealand Limited, one of New
Zealand’s largest apple exporters. By testing the apple washer
under different scenarios, Plant & Food Research have developed
protocols for the machine that effectively removed insect pests,
such as woolly aphid and mealybugs, without damage to the fruit.
The machine was shown to be particularly effective in removing
more than 90% of apple leafcurling midge, almost double that of
older machines.

The presence of insect pests
can potentially close the doors to
$340 million of apple exports.

→ New insect guard for apple orchards
A new biocontrol agent – a parasitoid wasp – has been released in
apple orchards in Hawke’s Bay as part of the industry’s Integrated
Pest Management (IPM) programme. The Mastrus ridens wasp
lays its eggs in the cocoons of codling moth, a major insect
pest, and the resulting wasp larvae kill the moth larva before it
can hatch and infect apples. Plant & Food Research scientists
undertook extensive studies to determine the behaviour of the
wasp, and to ensure that releasing the wasp would have negligible
impact on native biodiversity.
Control of codling moth is estimated to cost the pipfruit
industry up to $12 million per year. An effective IPM system
that incorporates biocontrol agents, such as the wasp, not only
reduces costs for controlling the insect pest but also reduces the
need for chemical pesticides, making the fruit more acceptable to
consumers and retailers in overseas markets.

Scan with Layar
for augmented
reality content
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Our impact

3 Sustainable and profitable production systems

Our impact indicators

Our key targets

→→ Maintained and/or increased crop volumes, value
and profitability

→→ Whole systems modelling and prediction platform

→→ New Zealand’s productive environments sustained
or enhanced, generating products with verifiable
reduced footprints to maintain and/or increase
market access.

New Zealand is a niche exporter of high value foods to markets
that rank among the world’s most discerning in their sensitivity
to issues of quality and sustainability. Tools and methods
that reduce resource use while maintaining yield and quality
allow growers to meet or exceed the world’s most stringent
sustainability requirements, at the same time as increasing
profitability.
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→→ Tools developed for ecoverification, footprinting and
traceability of water, carbon, greenhouse gases,
soil, biodiversity, pesticides and social equity
→→ Improved production technologies and cultivars
based on scaled up knowledge from molecular,
physiological, soil, water and environmental
sciences integrated with system science.

We employ science across a number of complementary
disciplines to develop fully integrated systems that reduce
inputs and maximise productivity throughout the supply chain.
Our decision support tools and system models allow growers to
optimise water and nitrogen requirements, minimise chemical
inputs and maintain soil health, reducing both the financial
costs and the environmental footprint of production.

Case studies

→ Shipping avocados to Europe
New Zealand grows 34,000 tonnes of avocados, with exports
returning $97 million each year. More than 85% of exports
(by value) are to Australia but, as the Australian market has
limited potential for additional growth, increasing exports will
require the ability to transport fruit to more distant markets.
To achieve this, new postharvest approaches are required that
maintain the quality of New Zealand avocados during storage
and transportation.
Shipping under controlled atmospheres (low oxygen and high
carbon dioxide) extends storage life. Recently Plant & Food
Research scientists have developed protocols that determine at
harvest the low oxygen environment that best matches the fruit
being shipped, thereby extending the reach into export markets.
This approach has been trialled successfully for shipments to
both Europe and Japan.

→ Managing wine volume in overseas markets
New Zealand is ranked as the tenth largest producer of wine
by value, despite producing only 1% of the world’s grape
harvest. The volume of wine exported is key in maintaining
New Zealand’s position as a premium wine producer – reduced
volumes can result in loss of shelf space in retail stores and
reduced visibility with consumers, while increased supply can
lower prices and grower returns.
Grape production can vary by 50% year on year, but research
has demonstrated that this can be estimated based on
meteorological data 15 months before harvest. This information
is now used by Sauvignon blanc growers in Marlborough to
manage their crops early through pruning and mechanical
thinning, rather than hand thinning later on, saving the industry
upwards of $5 million in high yield years.

→ Reducing nitrogen use for potato growers

Meteorological activity in 2012 suggested that the 2013 harvest
would be significantly lower than the long-term average.
Growers subsequently managed their vines during the winter
pruning season and the 2013 harvest produced 345,000 tonnes
of grapes, about 30% higher than the previous year and slightly
above the long-term average.

Potatoes are the fourth largest crop in the world, with global
production of around 374 million hectares. The Potato Calculator
supports growers in making decisions about water and nitrogen
inputs by demonstrating yield and maturity scenarios under
different irrigation and fertiliser regimes. This allows growers to
schedule applications for optimal yield, increasing efficiency and
reducing crop damage, as well as reducing the environmental
impacts of nitrogen leaching associated with excess application
of nitrogen and overwatering.
The Potato Calculator has been commercialised through a spin
out company, CropLogic™, and is now used in New Zealand,
Australia and the USA – regions producing 6% of the global
potato crop.

Scan with Layar
for augmented
reality content
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Our impact

4 Proprietary, premium foods and beverages

Our impact indicators

Our key targets

→→ Growth in export value of whole foods and
ingredients based on fruits, vegetables and grains

→→ Premium whole fresh foods for wellness
with functional bioavailability from exclusive
proprietary cultivars

→→ Increased market share of high margin export
food products and ingredients that capture
wellness benefits, based on Plant & Food Research
cultivars, processes and knowledge.

→→ New food and beverage ingredients from exclusive
proprietary cultivars, based on knowledge of
wellness and consumers
→→ New food and beverage concepts based on
ingredients from exclusive proprietary cultivars.

The food sector contributes around 10% of GDP and accounts
for over half New Zealand’s export earnings (>$23 billion in
2008, nearly trebling since 1990). The industry needs to reduce
its vulnerability arising from a reliance on price-sensitive
commodity exports that, over time, are falling in real value.
Our fruit, vegetable and arable food products deliver high
impact consumer experiences that are reflected in the
premium prices they achieve in world markets. We combine
our research ability with our understanding of business needs,
our recognition of the need to be efficient and cost effective,
and an awareness of food market trends such as human health,
personalised nutrition and wellbeing, food safety, convenience,
novelty and environmental responsibility.
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We identify the wellness and health-promoting compounds
within natural produce and deliver these to consumers in
whole foods, through conventional breeding of elite plant
cultivars, and through the development of ingredients and
new foods and beverages. We provide evidence to confirm the
benefits of these natural compounds and our consumer and
sensory science helps to ensure that whole and processed
foods reaching the market meet the demands of the discerning
consumer. Our research also inspires the development of new
production systems tailored to deliver to the consumer fresh
produce with precise amounts of key compounds.

Case studies

→ Increasing the value of five a day
Global consumers are more conscious of the food they eat and
products that support health and wellbeing can command a
premium in the marketplace. Each vitalvegetables® product has
been chosen for its high concentration of healthy nutrients and
provides a health benefit understood by consumers such as
sight or bone health.
Research has identified the cultivars with the optimal
concentrations of key nutrients and the best way to grow,
harvest and store the vegetables to maintain nutrients through
to the consumer. The first products in the range, launched
in 2012, are selling at a 10% premium and are expected to
reach sales of $300,000 in their first year on the market. The
vitalvegetables® range are the first nutrient and health benefitlabelled products to reach New Zealand supermarkets and
additional products are in the development pipeline.

We investigate
the nutrients in
vegetables that
are good for
health

We select the
seeds that grow
into vegetables
with high
concentrations of
these nutrients in
the vegetables

We grow the
seeds and
investigate
the effects of
different growing
methods on the
nutrients

Local growers
produce the
vegetables
under our strict
protocols

We investigate
the effects
of different
packaging and
storage methods
on the nutrients

We investigate the
combinations of
vegetables that
deliver the optimal
concentrations
of nutrients in a
product

We include
recommendations
on meal
preparation to
maintain the
nutrients

We package
and store the
vegetables under
strict protocols

We transport the
vegetables to the
supermarket for
consumers
to enjoy

→ Know what’s in your food
The New Zealand Food Composition Database provides access to
nutrient information for more than 2600 foods commonly eaten
in New Zealand. The database provides food manufacturers
and marketers with access to nutritional information to inform
product labelling and marketing for both domestic consumption
and export. The products included in the database are specific
to New Zealand and are constantly updated to reflect changes in
manufacturing practice. The database is seen as an independent
reference point for international agencies and importers to
validate nutritional information on New Zealand products
exported overseas.
Recently, Beef & Lamb New Zealand submitted new analyses for
186 cuts of beef and lamb, to align with changes in agricultural
practice that may have changed meat nutritional composition.
New Zealand-grown fruits and vegetables are also included
in the database, including the new Zespri®SunGold and
Zespri®SweetGreen Kiwifruits.

→ Blackcurrants to reduce stress
Research has shown that a New Zealand blackcurrant extract
enriched in anthocyanins can help people stay more alert, reduce
mental fatigue and work with greater accuracy whilst under
significant mental stress. In a recent trial participants took the
extract and were then asked to carry out a mentally challenging
70-minute computerised test. The participants who took the extract
were found to work more accurately without slowing down, they
felt more alert, and were less mentally fatigued after the test than
those who took a placebo.
The product, marketed by Just the Berries under the brand
name delcyan™, is now being sold as a nutraceutical or
functional food ingredient.
Scan with Layar
for augmented
reality content
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Our impact

5 Secure, sustainable seafood production

Our impact indicators

Our key targets:

→→ Growth in volume and value of premium
seafood exports.

→→ New production systems including wild fisheries
enhancement and aquaculture
→→ New technologies for selective harvest of seafood.

New Zealand controls the fourth largest Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ), more than 15 times the size of the country’s land
mass, and produces about one percent of the world’s fish
catch. New Zealand has a strong international reputation for
high quality seafood products and, of growing importance with
consumers, sustainable management of fisheries resources.
Annual returns from New Zealand’s seafood industries are
targeted to reach $1 billion from aquaculture and $2 billion
from wild catch fisheries by 2025.
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Plant & Food Research undertakes research to enhance and
protect the profitability and sustainability of fishery resources
by developing improved production methods and selective
harvest technologies that ensure improved and predictable
access to, and control of, raw products from the sea. We are
developing new, novel capture methods that target specific
species and maintain the quality of the landed animal, as well
as improved culture and husbandry techniques for existing and
new aquaculture species.

Case studies

→ Quality King Salmon
As one of the few countries to farm King, or Chinook, Salmon,
New Zealand’s salmon is highly valued on the international
market. Of the 14,000 tonnes of salmon farmed each year,
around a third is exported, with a value of $51 million. AQUI-S®,
developed by Plant & Food Research, anaesthetises the animal
at harvest, reducing the stress response and maintaining the
quality and appearance of the fish.

Image supplied by The New Zealand King Salmon Company Ltd

AQUI-S® is now used by 95% of the New Zealand salmon
industry, and has supported the industry in gaining preferred
supplier status in many overseas markets both by delivering
consistent high quality and by meeting increasing demand for
humane harvesting of fish.

The use of AQUI-S® has been
estimated to return $1.7 million
each year in increased value of
New Zealand salmon offshore.

→ New finfish facility

→ Maintaining quality of wild fish

Plant & Food Research is building a new marine facility to
enhance and allow expansion of seafood research. The new
facility will hold more fish of more species across a range of
life stages and sizes, allowing researchers to build a stronger
understanding of how these fish feed, breed and live. These
new resources will support existing research programmes
developing new husbandry, harvest and postharvest
technologies and allow expansion of R&D efforts into new areas,
such as new species or improved systems for aquaculture.

New Zealand fishing vessels catch around 230,000 tonnes of
wild fish each year, with an export value of $820 million. As
fisheries are managed under the Quota Management System,
increasing returns to the industry relies predominantly on
increasing the quality of the catch. The Modular Harvest System
(MHS) is a prototype system that targets specific species and
fish size, as well as using an understanding of physiology and
behaviour to enable fish to be landed in a better condition than
traditional harvesting systems. The MHS maintains quality of the
animal, increasing its value on the export market, and reduces
the number of non-target species taken, maintaining the health
of all fish stocks.

The new facilities will be temperature and light controlled, which
can be adapted for different species, to emulate normal living
conditions. The expanded capacity for physiology and behaviour
studies will support the development of new technologies for
harvesting and handling for both wild and farmed fish that
maximise quality and value for the seafood industry.

Three major New Zealand companies – Sealord Limited,
Aotearoa Fisheries Limited and Sanford Limited – are working
with Plant & Food Research as part of a Primary Growth
Partnership programme to test and optimise the MHS for use on
fishing vessels.

It is expected that export returns
will increase by $100 million by
2020 through use of the Modular
Harvest System.

Scan with Layar
for augmented
reality content
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Our impact

6 Premium seafood and marine-based products

Our impact indicators

Our key targets

→→ Growth in export value of premium seafood

→→ New harvest and postharvest technologies to
support live seafood exports and higher value
chilled and frozen products

→→ Increased market share of high margin marinebased products and ingredients.

→→ New processing and preservation technologies to
support extended shelf-life, product quality and
food safety
→→ Fully utilising all marine-based resources with
maximum value capture and minimised wastage to
produce novel high value products.

There is a significant opportunity to extract greater value from
seafood resources through the generation of products that
better meet consumer preferences. Technologies that enable
increased exports of premium chilled products, rather than low
value frozen blocks for processing, can add significant value to
the catch.
We are developing new processing, preservation and
postharvest techniques that ensure products are safe and
the quality of the catch is maintained through the supply
chain, commanding a premium price in the marketplace.
Our consumer and sensory science allows us to identify and
respond to consumer preferences for seafood and seafoodbased products.
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Extracts from marine resources can also add significant
value to the industry and ensure full use of the catch. The
raw material ranges from the non-fillet portion of the catch –
approximately 50% of the animal’s mass – through to filleting
off-cuts, shellfish, marine plants and micro-organisms. The
range of potential products includes fishmeal, oils, purified
and modified molecules for cosmetic and dietary supplement
ingredients, bioactives and industrial biomaterials.
We work with marine raw material suppliers and ingredient
manufacturers to develop new products, supplying functional
research to support targeted marketing. We also develop
new technologies for the extraction, characterisation and
modification of these biochemical compounds that increase
efficiency and reduce environmental impact.

Case studies

→ Hoki used for the production of premium wine
Hoki is one of New Zealand’s largest fish exports, with the
majority processed as fillets. The collagen present in hoki skins,
a byproduct of the filleting process, has unique biochemical
properties that can be utilised in many ways.
Developed by Plant & Food Research and manufactured by
Sealord, Cfine™ is a collagen fining agent used by a number
of New Zealand wineries in the production of premium wines
for export. Cfine™ enhances the flavour profile of the wine
by selectively removing astringent tannins and phenols, and
unmasking the fruit flavours. Research has shown that Cfine™
enhances wine colour by removing compounds that cause
browning, and is particularly effective in maintaining the colour
of red wines. The characteristics of the hoki collagen mean that
Cfine™ is particularly consistent in formulation, and provides
efficient fining at low usage rates.

→ Marine lipids for supplements
Omega 3 fatty acids are known to be good for health, particularly
in reducing heart disease. The Global Organization for EPA and
DHA Omega-3 (GOED) estimates consumers spend in excess of
US$25 billion each year on products containing omega 3.
Photonz Corporation, a biotechnology company based in
Auckland, produces novel oils from marine microalgae that
contain high concentrations of the omega 3, eicosapentaenoic
acid (EPA). A new process was developed by Plant & Food
Research scientists to convert these oils into the preferred
formulation for export markets, such as Japan and Australia,
for use as a high-value ingredient in health supplements. This
concept process has been used to produce sample batches of
the ingredient which are being assessed by offshore customers.

→ Green packing for fish
Ensuring fish are maintained at optimal quality during shipping
is paramount in exporting to premium markets. Boxes made
from expanded polystyrene (EPS) are traditionally used for
transportation of chilled fish; however, as EPS is made from
petrochemicals and is slow to biodegrade, more environmentally
sustainable options are under investigation for use by the
seafood industry.
Testing of ZealaFoam™, packing developed by the Biopolymer
Network – a collaboration between Plant & Food Research,
AgResearch and Scion – and made from expanded polylactic
acid (EPLA), showed that the new material retained many of
the characteristics required for the successful storage and
transportation of chilled fish. The most important aspect of
temperature control was demonstrated to be equivalent to that
of traditional EPS boxes under a regime mimicking shipments of
fish to Asia. As EPLA is derived from renewable resources, such
as plant starch, and readily compostable in industrial composting
facilities, it supports the seafood industry’s requirement for an
environmentally sustainable packaging material.

Scan with Layar
for augmented
reality content
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International relationships

UK
Canada

6

8

7

Belgium

6

France

4

Switzerland

USA

15 20 22

Spain

2 23
3

4 19
1

11 11

2

1 13

Commercial collaborators
Mexico

2

2

Cultivars licensed

Key targets
→→ Build relationships with partners offshore to
realise new investment and market opportunities
→→ License cultivars globally to generate royalty
income for Plant & Food Research

Brazil
Peru

Chile

→→ Work with New Zealand Aid and other agencies to
further New Zealand’s diplomatic agenda.

Argentina

Our international programme allows
us to strengthen our position through
diversification of our revenue base
while supporting our position as a
world leader in our research field.
In addition, collaborations with like-minded scientific
organisations globally enable us to submit joint funding
proposals for investment from overseas agencies, as well as
providing access to additional resources and skills.
Access to premium, proprietary cultivars is a key strategic
objective for many of the sectors we support. In some sectors,
where our commercial arrangements do not provide a clearly
defined path for cultivar accessibility, we have the opportunity
to license our varieties globally. We identify partners in key
territories as licensees or as partners in licensing ventures.
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2

2

2 26
Uruguay

2

1

2

Italy

Research collaborators

Aid projects

2

2

8

Aid projects allow us to use our science capabilities to develop
projects that benefit communities in developing countries and
support New Zealand’s human effort overseas. We work with
New Zealand Aid and other agencies to identify areas where our
skills and technologies may support industries overseas with
specific issues or where there is a defined market opportunity
that can be realised for the benefit of the local community.
Plant & Food Research has established a strong reputation in
Australia through consistent delivery of high quality research.
Diminished domestic scientific capability means Australian
organisations struggle to access the required research
capabilities to address their needs. This represents a market
opportunity for Plant & Food Research in the areas in which we
work, and allows us to build on our existing capability, resources
and knowledge through strategic collaborations and partnerships
that benefit both the Australian and New Zealand industries.

Norway

1

1

Netherlands

1

Denmark

1

Iceland

1

Sweden

1

Finland

1

1

9

1

1

Poland

5
3

Germany

3 17

Czech Republic
Austria

4

1

1
1

Ukraine

1

Tunisia
Morocco

Israel

2

1

Algeria
Senegal

1

Egypt

2

1

Greece

1

Turkey

1

Korea

1
China

Saudi Arabia

1

Nepal

India

1

5
Japan

4

4

1 14

8

2
Cambodia

Kenya

25 3

2

1

Viet Nam

2

1

1

New Caledonia

Australia
South Africa

3

1

18 21 43

7

→ Quality raspberries for the Pacific North West

→ PIPS

A new raspberry cultivar for the Pacific North West, released in 2009,
is set to deliver significant benefits over varieties currently grown.
Each of the more than 500 acres of ‘Wakefield’ already planted has
demonstrated superior disease resistance and increased yields, with
more of the harvest suitable for higher value processing.

The Productivity, Irrigation, Pests and Soils (PIPS) programme
was initiated in 2009 to maximise the productivity of Australian
pipfruit orchards. Funded through Horticulture Australia Limited
(HAL) and Apple and Pear Australia Limited (APAL), Plant & Food
Research is developing protocols that maximise soil health and
minimise water use.

→ Dragon fruit for Viet Nam
Southern Viet Nam produces around 150,000 tonnes of dragon fruit
each year. A collaboration with the Southern Horticultural Research
Institute, with support from NZ Aid, is looking to develop novel varieties
of dragon fruit, orchard management techniques and postharvest
protocols that deliver sustainable economic returns to farmers.

→ Breeding apples in Spain
A joint research unit formed with the Institut de Recerca i Tecnologia
Agroalimentaries (IRTA) in Spain has been successful in accessing
funding from the European FP7 programme. The AppleGenie
consortium, which includes the IRTA PFR Research Innovation Unit,
will develop rapid test kits for identifying genetic markers in pipfruit
breeding programmes.

→ New collaborations in China
Two new research agreements – a Joint Research Centre with
the Yunnan Academy of Science & Technical Information and
the Yunnan Red Pear Science & Technology Company, and the
Joint Laboratory on Fruit Science with the Chinese Academy of
Agricultural Science Fruit Research Institute in Zhengzhou – will
provide access to funding research and technology transfer
projects in China and the wider Asian region.

Scan with Layar
for augmented
reality content
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Engagement with Māori

Māori have a strong presence
amongst New Zealand’s primary
industries – as land owners,
growers, processors, marketers
and exporters – and land and
water assets owned by Māori are
estimated to be worth $10 billion.
The New Zealand government has identified key actions
for realising this potential through its ‘He kai kei aku ringa’
strategy and action plan, encouraging links between the
innovation system and Māori enterprises.
Te Raranga Ahumāra, our specialist Māori business team,
operates across Plant & Food Research as part of an integrated
strategy to advance effective business and engagement
opportunities with Māori. Its primary focus is to identify
Māori research and innovation opportunities that drive
business development with Māori partners by identifying
key organisations whose needs can be met by accessing our
research capabilities.
A further role of Te Raranga Ahumāra is to enhance
relationships based on trust, and build capability within
Plant & Food Research to respond to the needs of Māori
stakeholders. Our Ngā Toa Ngaki Kai internal network is
increasing our scientists’ understanding of the principles that
drive Māori to promote better recognition of opportunites for
engagement. We also have scholarships and internships for
Māori students designed to create greater involvement of Māori
within Plant & Food Research.
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Our impact indicator
→→ Profitability, sustainability and productivity of
Māori assets and iwi communities enhanced.

Key targets
→→ Building sector-based opportunities with Māori
→→ Building relationships with Māori and enhancing
Māori understanding of the role of research
→→ Increase awareness within Plant & Food Research
of Māori aspirations and the role of research.

Case studies

→ Ngā Toa Ngaki Kai
Our internal network Ngā Toa Ngaki Kai brings together our
Kaumātua, staff and students to support Plant & Food Research’s
Te Raranga Ahumāra initiatives. A network of Kaumātua from
each of our sites has been established to advise and provide
guidance on tikanga, kawa and kaupapa Māori. Our staff network
provides whakapapa connections into iwi and Māori organisations.
It also provides the opportunity for education on Te Ao Māori,
highlighted this year with Matariki celebrations across many of
our sites and the blessing of several new buildings.

→ Supporting Māori potato production
Māori potato, or taewa, is one of the most important root crops
to Māori. Many different varieties of taewa are grown in New
Zealand, with a range of size and colour characteristics, and
although production is not at commercial levels the taewa is
widely cultivated by Māori families and iwi. Taewa production
has been significantly affected by the discovery of the tomatopotato psyllid in New Zealand (see page 13). As many Māori
follow traditional growing practices, chemical agents cannot be
used to protect the crop, resulting in reduced yields.
We have been investigating alternative methods of controlling
the psyllid in taewa crops. Maintaining healthy seed tuber
stock is an ongoing challenge, as many lines are maintained
in home gardens without the use of certified seed. We are also
looking at developing new crop management practices that
will increase taewa yield and reduce the effects of the psyllid.
Including taewa in the ongoing screening of potatoes with pest
and disease resistance also provides additional information in
the search for genes controlling resistance to the psyllid and
the resulting disease.

The Rangatahi (student) network is headed up by Jenny Green,
our Research Support associate for Māori Engagement. Jenny,
who graduated in 2013 with a BSc in Ecology, was one of three
Māori students who participated in the Plant & Food Research
Summer Studentship programme. All summer students this year
experienced a marae stay as part of their leadership development.

Nau te rourou,
naku te rourou.
Ka ora te iwi.
With your food basket and
my food basket the people
will be sustained.

→ Te Kete Ahumāra
Te Kete Ahumāra (TKA) was initiated as a central directory of
information about crops – horticultural, arable and seafood
– that combined Western knowledge with Mātauranga Māori.
The website was developed to support Māori organisations and
iwi in developing land or crops to become more profitable. The
information covers both commercial crops and Māori traditional
crops such as mānuka, harakeke, kawakawa and karengo.
The website is now being used to also inspire young Māori to
develop careers in food production. Profiles of Māori students
and scientists have been designed to demonstrate the different
pathways available to young Māori, supported by a social media
campaign using Twitter.

Te Kete Ahumāra was developed
to support Māori organisations
and iwi in developing land or crops
to become more profitable.
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Responding to Psa

Psa-V is a serious threat to
New Zealand’s $1 billion kiwifruit
industry and a significant amount of
research is underway to address the
problem.
The bacterial plant disease Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae
(Psa) is a damaging bacterial pathogen that is specific to
kiwifruit. Psa was provisionally identified in New Zealand
on 5 November 2010 from a kiwifruit orchard in Te Puke.
Subsequently further infected orchards have been identified
across the country. Two haplotypes of Psa have been identified,
a less virulent haplotype (Psa-LV) and an aggressive haplotype
(Psa-V). Psa-V has been steadily spreading and has now infected
71% of hectares in New Zealand, spanning from as far north as
Kerikeri to as far south as Gisborne and Hawke’s Bay.
Working in close collaboration with Zespri, Kiwifruit Vine Health,
the wider industry and worldwide research collaborators, Plant
& Food Research has established a large research programme
focused on Psa. We have redirected significant resources and
personnel into the fight against Psa and have changed the
focus of much of our existing kiwifruit research. Over 100 of
our research staff have been involved in the Psa programme.
In addition to industry investment, significant Core and other
internal funding has been applied to Psa research.

Key research themes
→→ Understanding the pathogen – developing
knowledge of the biology and lifecycle of Psa,
the conditions that influence its growth, and
how the plant responds, as well as developing
diagnostic tools and monitoring systems, are
essential in enabling the industry to make informed
management decisions
→→ Orchard management – providing tools and
knowledge to help combat Psa by answering critical
questions about on-orchard management practices
to minimise the spread of the bacteria
→→ Tolerant cultivars – long-term management
of Psa will involve new cultivars with tolerance
or resistance to the disease as well as the
characteristics for commercial success, such as
taste, texture and long-term storage ability
→→ Supply chain – research to understand the impact
of Psa and new Psa-related orchard management
practices on fruit development, orchard productivity,
fruit size, storage and consumer perception
→→ Biosecurity and market access – developing
an understanding of the origin, distribution and
spread of Psa worldwide, to limit similar disease
incursions in the future.

→ Development of Gold3
The Zespri/Plant & Food Research kiwifruit breeding programme
had previously delivered three new cultivars for pre-commercial
trials. One of these, 'Zesy002', known colloquially as Gold3 and
marketed as Zespri® Sungold Kiwifruit, was chosen originally to
widen the market window for New Zealand kiwifruit, as it was
predicted to enter markets up to three weeks ahead of the existing
‘Hort16A’ cultivar. The introduction of Psa resistance screening on
the research orchard identified Gold3 as tolerant to the disease.
Subsequently, the commercialisation of the cultivar was fast-tracked.

1995
Tetrapoloid Actinidia
chinensis breeding
programme begins
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2000
Breeding team selects
6 females and 7 males
as promising parents

2002
2800 seedlings,
including Gold3, are
planted out in the
research orchard

2004
Gold3 produces its first
four fruit, identified
as having superiour
dry matter and texture
characteristics

2006
Ten selections,
including Gold3, are
selected for clonal
trials

2008
Gold3 is transferred
from the clonal
development
programme to precommercial block trials
after sensory trials
indicate high consumer
preference

→ Identifying resistance genes

→ Predicting Psa risk

Sequencing the genome of Psa bacteria from across the world
has led scientists to identify certain genes that are consistent
in all strains. This molecular knowledge will support the
development of new methods of controlling Psa and and the
breeding of new cultivars with durable resistance to the disease.

Studying the effects of weather patterns on the multiplication of
the Psa bacterium has allowed researchers to develop a prototype
tool that can predict the risk of Psa infection in an orchard.
Further development will deliver a more effective tool for use
by growers to identify periods of high risk when application of
protectant sprays may minimise spread of the disease.

→ Reducing risk in clonal propagation
It is vital in deploying new cultivars that new plants can be
propagated with limited risk of Psa transfer from the parent.
Researchers have found that treating budwood in hot water
baths can significantly reduce the presence of Psa, and therefore
limit its transfer, whilst maintaining viability of the budwood for
clonal propagation of kiwifruit.

The release
of Gold3 is the
first step in the
recovery pathway
of the industry.

2009
Approximately 11.5
hectares of Gold3
established across the
North Island and top of
the South Island

2010
206 hectares of Gold3
are released to growers

2011
An additional 250
hectares of Gold3 are
released to growers

2012
An additional 1,750
hectares of Gold3 are
released to growers,
primarily to replace
'Hort16A'

2013
A further 1,130
hectares of Gold3
are released, 60% for
development of new
gold orchards and 40%
as replacements for
'Hort16A'
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Research collaborations

As well as generating innovative applied outcomes to
increase the profitability of New Zealand’s primary sector,
our collaborations contribute new understanding to global
issues, raising New Zealand’s profile on the world science
stage and connecting us with potential new collaborators
and sources of international research funds.
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Across the Crown Research
Institute and university research
community, Plant & Food Research
contributes to a number of research
collaborations with the goal of
addressing key challenges for New
Zealand through efficient sharing
of knowledge, capability and
infrastructure.

→ Bioresource Processing Alliance

The Bioresource Processing Alliance (BPA) was established
in 2012 to create a platform of technologies that will increase
the value of waste streams and byproducts generated by New
Zealand’s primary industries.
The BPA has access to a $15 million fund over six years, and is
expected to add $100 million of value by 2020 by applying new
technologies to waste streams from New Zealand's forestry,
marine, agricultural, horticultural, animal and microbiological
industries. Four technology areas are being explored in the
Alliance – extraction, high value processing, reconstruction and
deconstruction – for the processing of biological materials with
added value.

As well as generating innovative applied outcomes to increase
the profitability of New Zealand’s primary sector, these
collaborations contribute new understanding to global issues,
raising New Zealand’s profile on the world science stage and
connecting us with potential new collaborators and sources of
international research funds.

The first priority of the BPA is to develop a pipeline of product
opportunities ready to commercialise in the short to medium
term. Alliance members have a network of pilot-scale
processing facilities that will be used to demonstrate the
technical feasibility of the new technologies and to ensure
suitability for scaling up to industrial volumes.

Amongst the collection of collaborations we participate in,
three are profiled here: the Bioprotection Centre of Research
Excellence at Lincoln University, the Bioresource Processing
Alliance and the Soil and Land Use Alliance (SLUA).

The Bioresource Processing Alliance is a collaboration between
the Callaghan Institute, Scion Research, AgResearch and Plant
& Food Research.

→ Bio-Protection Research Centre

The Bio-Protection Research Centre (BPRC), a national Centre
of Research Excellence or CoRE, pursues multidisciplinary
research to meet the biosecurity and pest management needs
of New Zealand's plant-based primary industries. Formed
in 2003, the Centre aims to enhance national biosecurity and
improve the economic and environmental sustainability of
primary production, while protecting the New Zealand natural
ecosystem. Current research programmes span a range of
applications including computational intelligence, molecular
biology, biotechnology and agro-ecology.
The BPRC provides a New Zealand focus for fundamental
research and post-graduate capability development in the
area of bioprotection, funded through the Tertiary Education
Commission, as well as a vehicle for cross disciplinary and
cross institutional collaborations funded from various sources.
Plant & Food Research’s membership in the BPRC provides
a unique opportunity to undertake research in areas of
bioprotection that may not have immediate applied impact but
that will underpin new bioprotection approaches in the future.
Additionally, the capability developed within the BPRC provides
access to highly skilled PhD and post-doctoral researchers to
develop our future workforce.

→ Soil and Land Use Alliance

The Soil and Land Use Alliance (SLUA) was established in
2011 to deliver innovative and well targeted soil and land use
research that has impact for New Zealand’s primary sector.
The goals of the Alliance are to maximise the quality of that
research through collaborative investments and research, to
build faster growth for our economy. The Alliance also supports
the establishment of multidisciplinary cross-CRI research
teams to support research in identified areas.
Over the last 2 years SLUA partners have secured a number
of new commercial contracts with MPI, MBIE and the
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment on projects
that are delivering value to end-users, including reviews of
soil nutrients and their management as well as soil ecosystem
services. SLUA partners are also working together to
contribute to the National Science Challenge ‘Our Land and
Water’ by creating a vision and research strategy for the future.
The Soil and Land Use Alliance is a collaboration between
Plant & Food Research, Landcare Research, Scion Research
and AgResearch.

The Bio-Protection Research Centre includes scientists from
Plant & Food Research, Lincoln University, Massey University
and AgResearch.
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Science quality

Our ability to deliver on our Core
Purpose, by generating knowledge
and innovative products, services
and technologies that have impact
for our key sectors, depends upon
excellent science.

New Science Advisory Panel

Our Future Science investment fund recognises the need
to invest in science projects that will create completely
new options for future economic growth for New Zealand
across our six outcome areas. We have also established an
international Science Advisory Panel to benchmark science
quality and advise on science strategy. This year we conducted
science quality reviews of our pollination, pipfruit and kiwifruit
research programmes. Finally, advances in our non-financial
performance indicators illustrate that good progress is being
made across a number of measures of science quality.

→→ Prof. Alistair Robertson, CSIRO, Australia.

Investing in future science
We are committed to maintaining and developing a foundation
of more fundamental discovery science within Plant & Food
Research. In 2012/13 we invested over $10 million in Future
Science projects aligned with each of our six outcome areas,
which represents about 10% of Plant & Food Research’s
research activity. This allocation is for projects that introduce
and develop new science, establish new science platforms, and
which develop new or maintain essential science capability for
New Zealand.
Current project areas in which we have invested from our
Future Science portfolio cross our outcome areas and include:
→→ Better cultivars faster™: basic bioinformatic analysis,
the development of apple/pear hybrids, DNA-informed
whole genome selection (WGS) and breeding, phenomics
technologies to support WGS
→→ Residue-free pest and disease control: biodiversity and
ecosystems services for sustainability, new and safe
disinfestation technologies, detecting plant viruses, small
insect lures, tomato-potato psyllid/Liberibacter biology
→→ More sustainable production systems: branching in woody
perennials, improving water use efficiency, optimising
pollination, trends in global water science and policy,
crop modelling
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Our Science Advisory Panel is an important part of ensuring our
science continues to have a focus on high quality, and is open to
new international developments and ideas. The Panel comprises:
→→ Prof. Marston Conder, University of Auckland (Chair)
→→ Prof. Cathie Martin, John Innes Centre, UK
→→ Prof. Ernst van der Ende, Plant Research International/
Wageningen University, The Netherlands

This panel has provided our Board with their insights on Plant
& Food Research’s science quality, strategy, and involvement
in and uptake of new international developments. The Panel
supports the organisation’s science strategy and the clear
commitment to cross-organisational, cross-sectoral and
international engagement and collaboration. They have
recommended more focus on health-based foods, postharvest
and new biotechnologies. They have emphasised the continuing
need for discovery science, more integration in programme
development, and a widening of the vision in our strategy. As
well, they have promoted increased internationalisation of our
science activities, particularly where we can lead thinking in
the seafood and postharvest areas. These recommendations
have been incorporated into our science strategy.

Science quality reviews
Reviews help Plant & Food Research ensure that our science
is continually improving, is of a high quality, and is focused on
having optimal impact for New Zealand’s economy. They range
from analyses of major research areas and groups with leading
international scientists as panellists, through to more targeted
in-house reviews. These cover science quality, performance
and strategy, and relationships with commercial opportunities.
During 2012/13, reviews of pipfruit, kiwifruit and pollination
research highlighted opportunities to increase publications
from scientific findings generated in commercial research in
collaboration with industry partners, increase the external
profiles of the research teams, expand technical resources,
focus more on impacts, increase strategic planning, secure
existing germplasm, and build science leadership.

Indicators of science quality

2012/13

2011/12

International awards

11

11

→→ Proprietary foods with premium prices: foods for
endurance sports, food and beverage flavour complexity,
maternal nutrition, metabolomics

Invitations for international
committees
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16

→→ Secure sustained seafood production: domestication of
new finfish species

Average number of citations per
CRI published paper

7.8

6.9

→→ Premium seafood and marine products: collagen fibre
technologies.

Proportion of published papers in
top 25 international journals

24%

18%

1

2

1 Professor Marston Conder (Chairman)

3

4

3 Professor Alastair Robertson

MSocSc (Waikato) MSc DPhil DSc (Oxford) FNZMS FRSNZ FTICA
Department of Mathematics,
University of Auckland, New Zealand

PhD FFSC CChem FIFST
Group Executive Food, Health & Life Science Industries,
CSIRO, Australia

Professor Marston Conder is currently a Professor of Mathematics
at the University of Auckland. He is one of New Zealand’s
most eminent mathematicians and scientists, recognised, for
example, through Fellowship of the Royal Society of New Zealand,
Marsden awards, a James Cook Fellowship, and a DSc from
Oxford University. He has played a significant role in University
and Government science policy, serving, among many other
positions, as Deputy Vice Chancellor Research for the University
of Auckland, on the Marsden Council, as President of the New
Zealand Royal Society Academy, and chairing the New Zealand
Committee to establish the Performance Based Research Fund
(PBRF) for University funding.

Professor Alastair Robertson is a leading international expert in food
science. His career has involved research positions in both industry
(in the UK) and in research institutes. These positions have included
Director of the UK’s Institute of Food Research (IFR), CEO of Food
Science Australia, a joint venture between CSIRO and the Victorian
Government, and CSIRO Executive Director (and subsequently
Deputy Chief Executive), Science Strategy and Investment. He led
the consolidation of the Australian National Research Flagships and
oversaw the integration of the CSIRO Science Investment Process
and Performance Management Framework as strong governance
mechanisms to underpin CSIRO’s delivery of impact from missiondirected research. Professor Robertson currently holds an Honorary
Professorship at the University of East Anglia (UK) and is a Research
Professor at the University of Tasmania.

Professor Conder brings to the panel particular expertise in
governance, in evaluation and assessing science and science quality,
and a wide understanding of the New Zealand science scene,
Government policy, and funding and policy systems and processes.

2 Professor Cathie Martin
PhD
Group Leader, Department of Cell and Developmental Biology,
John Innes Centre, UK
Professor Cathie Martin is an international leader in plant
science, specialising in cellular specialisation and differentiation,
particularly in relation to gene function. She has an extensive
background in University and Research Institute research
processes and programmes. Professor Martin, in addition to
her position at the John Innes Centre, has a background in
University visiting professorships and University relations. As
Editor of the world’s leading plant science journal, Plant Cell,
she has particular experience in identifying current and future
international trends in plant science, and in evaluating science
quality. Her own research interests in cellular and gene regulation
and functionality, particularly in the areas of food properties of
plants, are of particular importance to Plant & Food Research's
research interests.
Professor Martin brings to the panel particular experience
in leading international plant science, science evaluation,
and an in-depth understanding of current and future trends
and developments in both research technologies and science
disciplines. She also strengthens Plant & Food Research's links
with UK and European research organisations of interest.

Professor Robertson brings to the panel wide international
expertise in food science, and in developing and managing research
structures based on science excellence and delivery. He also helps
to consolidate Plant & Food Research's developing interaction with
key Australian research centres and science initiatives.

4 Professor Ernst van den Ende
PhD
Managing Director, Plant Sciences Group (Psg),
Wageningen University, The Netherlands
Professor Ernst van den Ende has an extensive international
background in agricultural science, particularly in management of
urban green areas, plant diseases, plant pathogenic fungi and plant
and crop protection. He has responsibility for the Plant Sciences
Group at Wageningen, which conducts plant-related research
and teaching programmes from the molecular through to the
population level. Professor van den Ende has particular experience
in the Wageningen University/PRI structure, which provides a
relevant model for University/Research Institute collaboration and
interaction. This is seen in the cluster of the Plant Sciences Group
(PSG) which embodies applied research (Applied Plant Research),
strategic research (Plant Research International), fundamental
research and education (Wageningen University).
Professor van den Ende brings to the panel particular
understanding of research collaboration and development of
interacting research structures. He also provides an important link
with European organisations of interest to Plant & Food Research
and an international perspective on sustainable plant production.
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Core funding

A total of $43.2 million
of Core funding is invested in
research that contributes to all
three of the outcomes listed in
our Statement of Core Purpose.
Our strategy for allocating Core funding involves a
portfolio approach that gives consideration to the
collective outputs and impacts that result from a suite
of investment mechanisms, including Future Science,
Core, Contestible and Commercial revenue.

1
2
3
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Increase the value of the
horticultural, arable, seafood,
and food and beverage sectors
to the New Zealand economy
through the development of high
value products and processes
that meet current and future
global market needs

Protect and enhance market
access in New Zealand’s
horticultural and arable sectors

Sustain growth in these industry
sectors, driving ongoing
efficiency gains with the
development of environmentally
resilient production systems

→→ A "proof of concept" molecular marker selection strategy
for potato (using tuber skin colour) has been developed and
validated in key Plant & Food Research (PFR) cultivars and
breeding populations. These markers will help potato breeders
predict skin colour prior to tuber formation.

Biological Industries
Primary industry productivity and sustainability
Total $24.2 million
Better cultivars faster™

1

$8.6 million
0.47% sub-contracted – Massey University
Sector & industry alignment
Arable, Kiwifruit, Onion, Vegetable, Ornamental, Pipfruit, Potato, Wine
2012/2013 targets
→→ New genomic and breeding tools delivering new and novel
cultivars
→→ Tailored cultivars for specific production systems,
environmental variability and change
→→ Genome sequencing and deep sequencing of germplasm
characterising allelic differences to provide numerous ecotypes
for both NZ and global environments.
2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ Genome sequencing has enabled the rapid adoption of the
genotype-by-sequence system that enables faster genetic
analyses with fewer steps. This has also enabled the resequencing of kiwifruit germplasm and facilitated the
exploration of whole-genome selection.

→→ Six heritage apple varieties with novel flavour compound
profiles (terpenes/estragole) were identified for qPCR or NGS
analysis to examine major flavour pathways. Knockdown plants
for green apple and aniseed notes were identified for chemical
and sensory analysis and potential maker development.
→→ Increased investment in the Begonia hybridisation programme
produced five times more crosses and enabled more plants to
be evaluated, including for plant architecture and visual appeal.
Fifty genotypes have been sent to the EU for commercial
testing. Two red gentian lines have been selected for release as
potted plants in the EU, Japan and NZ.
→→ A new PCR-based assay has been established to test Allium
galanthum cytoplasm in order to develop male sterile 'Pukekohe
Longkeeper' lines for future NZ hybrid onion breeding.
→→ A suite of novel forage brassica cultivars with herbicide
tolerance went through the last stage of evaluation into formal
commercial release. These are already having a significant
impact on management strategies for weed control, particularly
in Southland where broadleaf weeds have been an issue
in brassica crops for many years. The Cleancrop™ package
has solved the problem for weeds such as wild turnips and
shepherd’s purse for these farmers.
→→ A new awnless forage barley variety with animal health
benefits has been advanced to commercial release.

→→ A number of gene candidates have been identified and are
being translated and validated as molecular markers in our
kiwifruit breeding programme (including red flesh, vitamin C
and sugar content candidates).

→→ Two premium quality wheat milling lines have advanced to
commercial stage after rigorous quality testing with assistance
from NZ Flour Millers Assoc. These lines have significant yield
advantages over the current industry standard, PFR cultivar
‘Conquest’.

→→ A method to predict storage potential has been validated and
is being adopted in commercial kiwifruit seedling selection.
Near infrared (NIR) light is being routinely used to determine
measure soluble solids contents (°Brix) non-destructively
incommercial seedling assessment.

→→ Wheat stripe rust virulence assessments were carried out in
collaboration with Prof. Robert Park, Director of Cereal Rust
Research, University of Sydney Plant Breeding Institute (with
sponsorship from Foundation for Arable Research).

→→ A long-term collection of wine-grape germplasm is being
systematically transferred into tissue culture for subsequent
virus indexing and elimination. The first batch of material is
ready for transfer back into the field vineyard collection site.
→→ Clonal sports collected from commercial vineyards are under
advanced evaluation for disease resistance and wine-making
quality.
→→ Ten new potato lines are being evaluated by NZ industry
partners and expressions of commercial marketing interest for
at least three are expected later this year.
→→ Lines of potatoes for fresh, French fry and crisping market
niches have been identified by overseas partners and are
being prepared for shipment. Fifty-four lines are now under
evaluation in 19 territories.
→→ There is high commercial interest in a new sweet potato clone;
it produces even-shaped roots with ‘double’ red skin and
distinctive orange flesh marbled with anthocyanin.

Residue-free pest and disease control

2

$8.3 million
3.04% sub-contracted – Lincoln University, Landcare Research
Sector & industry alignment
Avocado, Arable, Kiwifruit, Onion, Vegetable, Pipfruit, Summerfruit,
Potato, Wine, pan sector crop protection, pan sector biosecurity
2012/2013 targets
→→ New tools and systems for biologically based pest and
disease control
→→ New cultivars stacked with targeted pest and disease resistance
→→ New ‘safe’ disinfestation technologies
→→ Improved biosecurity risk assessments, detection technologies,
optimised surveillance approaches and new tools for response
and eradication.
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Core funding continued

2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ An updated insecticide resistance management strategy for
the key pest, diamondback moth, was launched by Vegetables
NZ incorporating IPM developments by PFR, newly registered
products, and a world-unique insecticide drench/foliar spray
alternation strategy that will improve the sustainability of the
IPM programme for vegetable brassicas.
→→ A survey of diseases in covered vegetable crops identified
major disease issues, helping to prioritise future research
directions and offer covered crops industries solutions for
disease control to ensure growth in export markets.
→→ A system for collecting, categorising and preserving insect
pathogens of kiwifruit has been developed, creating a
resource that will enable the development of biopesticides and
bio-technologies for NZ primary industries, and facilitating
collaboration with other organisations.
→→ Interactors (potential host targets) of the effector proteins, which
are thought to be involved in blocking the kiwifruit plant’s defence
response, have been identified and this knowledge will be used to
discover resistance genes that might protect these proteins.
→→ A list of genes has been identified, which when over-expressed
or heterologously expressed could lead to resistance to Psa in
‘Hort16A’.
→→ Using microarray technology, 21 out of 240 compounds tested for
activity against Psa-V were recommended for further evaluation.
If chemicals identified in this project are taken to the next stage
of evaluation with promising results, this technology could also
be used as a rapid and cost-effective early stage screen in the
development of management solutions for other diseases.
→→ Significant progress towards identifying the Psa source
population has been made. China is the most plausible origin
of the disease but this does not necessarily imply it is where
the outbreak strain (Psa-V) increased to epidemic proportions.
The findings have biosecurity implications.
→→ A novel kiwifruit canopy growth model has been parametised to
simulate tissue age and Psa susceptibility and is being tested
as a spreadsheet prototype for 'Hayward'.
→→ Improved wetness monitoring technologies have been
evaluated and discussed with the kiwifruit industry and NIWA
to improve Psa-V risk forecasts for kiwifruit growers.
→→ Results of glasshouse experiments on ‘Hort16A’ and ‘Hayward’
tissue-cultured plantlets have confirmed that Psa-LV primes
the plants, resulting in reduced Psa severity and incidence in
both ‘Hort16A’ and ‘Hayward’.
→→ A new use for an insecticide that eliminates the risk to crop
pollinators and the potential for residues in kiwifruit without
compromising control of scale insects has been developed.
→→ Preliminary assessment of tolerance of four key pipfruit pests
to short duration hot water treatments found the following
mortality rates can be achieved: 90% of latania and greedy
scale insects, 85% mortality of apple leafcurling midge and
70% of obscure mealybug.
→→ A national Venturia inaequalis (black spot) survey found that
resistance to some fungicide groups is widespread in NZ apple
orchards. As a result, new resistance management guidelines
for apples have been developed for the 2013/14 season.
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→→ An elsinoe disease infection risk model was validated for the
first time. Elsinoe is the most significant disease issue for
organic apple growers in NZ.
→→ Resistance in the apple scab fungus was detected to several
key fungicides essential for the control of scab, one of the
greatest threats to fruit quality in NZ. Early detection of
resistance allowed redesign of apple spray programmes and
some ineffective fungicide products were withdrawn. More
rigorous resistance management strategies now limit the use
of other products to prolong their useful life.
→→ More than 10,000 Mastrus ridens parasitic wasps have been
bred in captivity and released for the first time in NZ for
biological control of codling moth – a significant pest of apples
– in Hawke’s Bay and Gisborne.
→→ Fresh leaf scars on apple shoots during autumn leaf drop
were shown to be highly susceptible to infection by European
canker, one of the most destructive diseases of apple in NZ.
Their susceptibility declines over time and this knowledge
has been applied to improve the efficacy of autumn fungicide
programmes for controlling the disease.
→→ Field and laboratory trials demonstrated that the degree of
water saturation of bunches at maturity determines whether
Botrytis infection of grape bunches is expressed as a relatively
slowly developing bunch rot or as the rapid and highly
destructive slip skin symptom, providing a basis for modified
vineyard management practices to minimise losses over the
vintage period.
→→ Fungicide applications have proven unnecessary on wheat
cultivars with resistance to Puccinia striiformis, which causes
stripe rust. Two carefully timed applications of fungicide to
wheat cultivars with only partial or no resistance can achieve
the same control of stripe rust as four applications.
→→ Double haploid lines of wheats ‘Monad’ x ‘Tiritea’ were
developed and assessed for resistance to stripe rust. Markers
for genotyping this population were developed and evaluated
for use in future stripe rust resistance breeding programmes.
→→ A series of comparisons between the ‘core’ genes of
pathogenic and non-pathogenic Pseudomonas strains obtained
by Orthomcl analysis of 54 genomes has led to a preliminary
list of genes found to be present in pathogenic strains but
absent in the non-pathogen’s set, and vice versa. This work
may ultimately help to identify risk organisms at the border
without knowing their species.
→→ New heat and low toxicity fumigant treatments for fresh
imported produce have been developed with industry partners.
Bayesian Networks are being used to assess the effectiveness
of these treatments for integration into a Systems-Based
Risk Management process, which is seen by MPI as the key
to effective Import Health Standards that will minimise new
biosecurity incursions into NZ.
→→ MPI commissioned unique Core-funded capability in the B3
research partner organisations, which draws on an extensive
national and international network of biosecurity specialists, to
evaluate the NZ fruit fly surveillance programme with respect
to optimising the seasonal timing and placement of fruit fly
traps in different parts of the country. This information will be
used by MPI as it reviews its fruit fly surveillance programmes
in light of the Government Industry Agreements for biosecurity
readiness and response.

3

Sustainable and profitable production systems

3

$7.3 million
9.33% sub-contracted – University of Auckland,
Lincoln University, AgResearch
Sector & industry alignment
Avocado, Arable, Kiwifruit, Ornamental, Vegetable, Pipfruit, Potato,
Summerfruit, Wine, pan sector environmental
2012/2013 targets
→→ Whole systems modelling and prediction platforms
→→ Improved production technologies and cultivars based on
scaled up knowledge from molecular, physiological, soil, water
and environmental science, integrated with system science.
2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ A standard phenological model has been developed for
‘Hayward’ kiwifruit that allows easy definition of key stages
of development for both research studies and to guide vine
management practices. The system has been successfully
tested in a wide range of cultivars this season and an industry
guide is currently in development.
→→ A conceptual model of the partitioning of carbohydrate within
kiwifruit vines has been developed, enabling limitations
of existing kiwifruit cultivars and new PFR cultivars to be
determined, as well as opportunities to improve both fruit
productivity and quality.
→→ The first mechanistic model of fruit growth and solute
accumulation in kiwifruit has been completed and a paper
describing the model submitted for publication. This new
tool can be used to predict fruit growth and fruit dry matter
content to support industry decision making.
→→ A technique for 14C labelling of Psa was developed to
understand the bacterium’s movement within plants. Shortterm (within hours) movement of Psa through the xylem of
shoots in ‘Hayward’ vines is restricted by pit membranes –
knowledge that will aid disease management.
→→ Two studies showed that tuber seed quality and physiological age
affect the growth, development and yield of potato crops. One
study showed that the effects differed among three PFR cultivars
and the other showed how different seed storage conditions
affect the subsequent performance of crops in the field.
→→ Research with the potato industry has examined causes,
and potential solutions, of the ‘yield gap’ in potatoes. The
main causes were soil factors, including soil-borne diseases
such as rhizoctonia stem canker (R. solani) and root galls
from Spongospora subterranea (powdery scab), and physical
properties such as compaction at depth causing limited soil
water storage. Inadequate nutrient availability was not a
cause – adding more fertiliser did not help.
→→ A global study of trends in water policy and science, and
analysis of implications for NZ was undertaken to inform
PFR’s future water research strategy in the context of
increasing irrigation development, ongoing intensification
of land use, and the growing need for sustainable food
production. Research is continuing on modelling tools to
improve the efficiency of water and nutrient use and minimise
the adverse impacts of production on water quality.

→→ Enhanced methods for producing high quality nursery trees
that enable rapid establishment of new intensive pear
orchards have been delivered to industry (Pipfruit NZ) after 5
years of development. This information is particularly useful
for propagating new interspecific pear hybrids.
→→ A new quick-test soil nitrate method has shown potential to
help farmers manage N fertiliser applications across a wide
range of vegetable crops. The test is fit for purpose in terms
of accuracy, timeliness and cost.
→→ Avocado flowers have separate male and female stages.
Time lapse photography has demonstrated that the expected
synchrony varies under temperature control and therefore
the optimum pollination period shifts to different times of
day. This information will assist in planning orchards and
determining the best pollinating insects to deploy and when.
→→ Soil organic matter and texture are important factors affecting the
response of soils to dry/wet cycles, including the release of plantavailable nitrogen (N) and the production of N2O, a greenhouse
gas. This knowledge is being used to help develop irrigation
management strategies to improve fertiliser N forecasting and
mitigate the risk of N losses to the wider environment.
→→ The use of no-tillage practices to establish forage crops (during
pasture renewal) can markedly reduce soil compaction and the
risk of NO3 leaching to groundwater and N2O emissions to the
atmosphere following the grazing of crops by livestock. This
knowledge is being used to develop integrated strategies to
reduce the environmental footprint of the forage cropping and
pastoral industries.
→→ A new model describing environmental conditions associated
with genetic modulation of plant development has been
published. As a proof of concept, flowering of wheat was
modelled to predict developmental outcomes. In this model,
anthesis (flowering) can be predicted if specific genes are
identified and environmental conditions are described. This
type of model will better inform selection for specific climatic
zones in breeding programmes.
→→ Soil compaction may be an important factor limiting the
production of key crops (e.g. potatoes, maize) and pastures
in NZ and is relatively common across many of our major
agricultural soils, but differs between land uses. This finding
has led to a greater focus among key industries on avoiding
and, where necessary, reversing soil compaction to remove
constraints to maximum productivity.
→→ A framework was developed with Environment Canterbury
and industry groups to establish critical limits for nutrient
losses from different farming systems based on an analysis
of good farm management practices that incorporates social,
cultural, economic and environmental goals. The advanced
Look Up Table (LUT) project has been adopted by Environment
Canterbury as a key initiative for the implementation of their
Land and Water Regional Plan.
→→ Volatile thiol aromas impart tropical fruit flavours to wines.
These are now known to be affected by harvest and juice
processing methods in addition to the terroir component.
Specific techniques to develop wine variants can now be
managed to achieve these flavours more precisely.
→→ A new grape phenology model has been developed that can
successfully predict flowering, véraison and maturity dates for
many commercial winegrape varieties.
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Core funding continued

→→ Insights into consumer preferences for product quality,
experiences of purchasing and eating shellfish and how intrinsic
and extrinsic product features influence consumer choice have
been obtained.

Biological Industries
High value food and biological products
and processes
Total $5.06 million
Proprietary foods with premium prices

1

$2.95 million

→→ Access to minimally damaged, minimally fatigued fish from
our Modular Harvest System is enabling the development of
both mechanical and fluid support systems that will retain and
enhance the eye-catching colours, iridescences, textures and
biological activity of the pre-rigor and living fish.

Premium foods and marine products

$0.55 million

Sector & industry alignment

Sector & industry alignment

Arable, Onion, Vegetable, Potato, Wine

Seafood

2012/2013 targets

2012/2013 targets

→→ Premium whole fresh foods for wellness with functional
bioavailability from exclusive proprietary cultivars developed
with local and multinational companies

→→ New pre- and postharvest technologies to support live seafood
exports and higher value chilled and frozen products

→→ New food and beverage ingredients from exclusive proprietary
cultivars, based on knowledge of wellness and consumers,
developed with local and multinational companies
→→ New food and beverage concepts based on ingredients from
exclusive proprietary cultivars.
2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ High pressure water washing has been developed as a new
technique to facilitate long-term storage of capsicums, creating
new options for their transport to distant export markets.
→→ Vacuolar invertase inhibitor has been identified as an important
component of resistance to cold-induced sweetening of potato
tubers, paving the way for future work on genetic regulation and
ultimately breeding to enhance flavour and processing attributes.
→→ Three-fold variation in a peptide that is associated with coeliac
disease was detected in 33 wheat samples, with durum wheats
having among the lowest concentrations. Fuller analysis of
the reasons for this variation could guide wheat breeding and
processing strategies to reduce concentrations of peptides that
cause reactions in gluten-sensitive consumers.

Secure sustained seafood production

1

$1.56 million

→→ New processing and preservation technologies to support
extended shelf-life, product quality and food safety.
2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ A pilot-scale soluble gas stabilisation (SGS) unit has been built
to facilitate evaluation of the potential of SGS technology to
extend the shelf life of bulk lots of fish fillets.
→→ Expertise and hardware have been established for versatile
membrane separation systems that are applicable from
laboratory through to pilot scale, and range from reverse
osmosis to microfiltration. The systems are being used to
support a range of commercialisation-ready new extraction
processes for marine biologicals of interest to NZ industry.
→→ In collaboration with industry partners from both ‘processed
marine raw material’ and ‘marine extract manufacturing’
sectors, factory trials have been carried out to help to direct
the most cost-effective and efficient processing route for new
collagen products from hoki skin.

Environmental Research
Land and fresh water (including terrestrial
ecosystems)
Total $3.6 million

Sector & industry alignment
Seafood
2012/2013 targets
→→ New production systems, including wild fisheries enhancement
and aquaculture
→→ New technologies for selected harvesting.
2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ New information has been gathered to develop insights into
consumption patterns of and preferences for NZ shellfish,
in particular Greenshell™ and Blue Musssels, Pacific and
flat oysters.
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1

34.48% sub-contracted – HortNZ, University of Auckland,
Lincoln University

Residue-free pest and disease control

2

$1.5 million
7.24% sub-contracted – Lincoln University
Sector & industry alignment
Biosecurity
2012/2013 targets
→→ Improved biosecurity risk assesments, detection technologies,
optimised surveillance approaches and new tools for response
and eradication.

2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ The Electrical Penetration Graph (EPG-DC) technique was
assessed for use as a rapid tool to determine the potential
host range of sap-feeding insect invaders – information that
can help to determine whether to undertake eradication
programmes. A measure, comparing ingestion time with
probing time, was developed and a paper published providing a
first guide for this purpose.
→→ The Global Eradication and Response Database (GERDA)
(http://b3.net.nz/gerda) summarises information on incursion
responses and eradication programmes for plant pests and
diseases from around the world. It is being used to quantify the
success factors for past eradications and provides MPI with a
decision-making tool to optimise responses to incursions.
→→ Knowledge of butterfly biology and ecology and research on
new surveillance and eradication techniques has underpinned
the Department of Conservation’s Great White Cabbage
Butterfly eradication programme, a new incursion in the
Nelson region and a significant pest of productive (vegetable
and forage brassicas) and natural systems (an endangered
native cress species).
→→ An assessment of an egg parasitoid as a biological agent for
the glassy winged sharp shooter (neither of which is found in
NZ) indicated that extensive host testing may not be necessary
where the target pest and biological control agent are very
different from native fauna. This could significantly speed up
the introduction of such a biological control agent in the event
of a pest incursion.

Sustainable and profitable production systems

3

$2.1 million

→→ New methods have been applied to quantify the soil’s natural
capital to evaluate stony soils and compare the ecosystem
services they provide relative to associated deep loamy soils
in the same landscapes. Results confirmed that stony soils
produce 5 times less pasture growth than well-drained deep
loamy soils and have less nutrient and microbial filtering as
well as less water storage ability. Modelling suggests that
irrigation on these stony soils is much less efficient in terms of
costs of irrigation and environmental impacts.

Other
Total $10.37 million
Science collections and infrastructure

$0.37 million
Sector & industry alignment
Berryfruit, Arable, Kiwifruit, Potato, Summerfruit
2012/2013 targets
→→ National collections of fruit, arable and vegetable crop
germplasm maintained and made accessible to collaborators.
2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ Fruit, arable and vegetable collections maintained and made
accessible.

Future science

58.8% sub-contracted – AgResearch, Landcare Research

$10 million

Sector & industry alignment

2012/2013 targets

Sustainable land use
2012/2013 targets
→→ Tools under development for ecoverification, footprinting
and traceability (water, carbon, greenhouse gases, soil,
biodiversity, pesticides, social equity).
2012/2013 achievement highlights
→→ Water-repellency, the inability of soils to wet easily, is
widespread in NZ and not limited to particular regions, climate
areas or soil orders. When soil is water repellent, water flow is
preferential and far reaching, providing an important transport
pathway for nutrients and other compounds and confirming
that a soil’s filtering efficiency (as determined by its soil-water
repellency) needs to be considered when assessing risks of
groundwater contamination.

1

1 2 3

→→ Innovative, over-the-horizon and high risk research projects
and associated capability managed to create value for NZ’s
sectors and to support science quality.
2012/13 achievement highlights
→→ A portfolio of Future Science projects that are consistent with
our SCP initiated to deliver value to NZ’s sectors through high
quality science over time (see page 30).

→→ An inventory of NZ’s productive soils has revealed that
allophanic and gley soils under pasture agriculture are losing
carbon while hill soils are gaining carbon. Kiwifruit orchards
contain greater deep, stable, soil carbon than adjacent pasture
land, highlighting the importance of above-ground vegetation
management and the role of deep-root systems in the carbon
cycle and in reporting greenhouse gas inventories. This
research provides our sectors with evidence to verify claims
that crop production in New Zealand is sustainable.
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Good employer responsibilities

In the past year we have continued
our efforts to develop and embed a
Plant & Food Research culture that
is underpinned by three core values:
the creative application of our
knowledge, achievement through
leadership, and relationships based
on mutual respect and trust.
Our people-related initiatives are intended to advance this
objective and, in doing so, our performance and reputation as
a good employer.

Promoting equal employment opportunities
Plant & Food Research is committed to the practice of equality
of opportunity, which provides for equal access, consideration
and encouragement in recruitment, selection, promotion,
conditions of employment and career development for both
current and prospective employees.
The establishment of a set of workforce demographic metrics
is enabling us to monitor progress in achieving workforce
composition objectives, including our goal of increasing the
percentage of women at senior levels, both in science and
in other areas of the Institute. With three of our five General
Manager of Science positions now held by women, we are
seeing solid progress in this objective.
Other initiatives are targeted at increasing the opportunities
for other groups who are historically under-represented in our
workforce, including Māori, Pacifica and people with disabilities.
The establishment of our Māori business unit Te Raranga
Ahumāra is supported by performance indicators focusing on
developing capability and increasing understanding within Plant
& Food Research and among Māori regarding the opportunities
to work more closely. We have increased the number of summer
studentships targeted at Māori as part of a broader initiative for
increasing Māori participation in the science workforce. A further
studentship is being offered for science students with Pacifica
backgrounds. Participation in the Mainstream programme is
increasing the opportunities for people with disabilities.

Best practice recruitment and selection
In the year ending 30 June 2013 Plant & Food Research
appointed 76 people (40 female, 36 male), including 53 into
scientific and technical roles (30 female, 23 male). Of these,
over half (42 - 24 female, 18 male) were appointed to roles
from within the organisation, providing further confirmation of
the career development opportunities available to our people.
Our commitment to identifying and recruiting high calibre
individuals is supported through regular participation in career
events at universities across New Zealand and our annual
Summer Studentship Programme, which in 2012/2013 provided
34 promising science students with their first experience of
working in science.
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Developing leadership at all levels
Our Leadership Programme is Plant & Food Research’s primary
vehicle for the development of its current and future leaders
and the promotion of a unified, positive culture. Over the past
year 50 people participated in the programme for the first time,
including 40 in our Cornerstones of Leadership programme,
which is targeted at our high potential individuals who have yet
to have line management responsibilities.

Progressive conditions of employment
The Plant & Food Research General Terms & Conditions of
Employment form the basis of our Collective Agreement with
the PSA and individual employment agreements with other
staff. They include a range of provisions promoting equal
employment opportunities, career development and employee
participation in the development of the workplace. Paid
parental leave and provision for flexible and part–time hours
of work enable employees to balance their work and family
responsibilities and minimise disruption to their careers. Career
and associated remuneration structures utilise standard job
evaluation methodologies and peer review to ensure equity
and transparency in terms of both salaries and progression
opportunities. Progress in closing the historic pay gap between
male and female science staff is monitored annually.
Our Code of Conduct & Ethics and Policy on Unacceptable
Behaviour define the standards of conduct and professionalism
expected at all levels of the organisation.

Staff engagement
Our biennial workplace survey achieved an exceptionally high
84% response rate, with overall results closely aligned with
other participating science organisations. Areas of particular
strength relative to the survey benchmark included how people
view their jobs, immediate manager and team, together with
wellbeing and learning & development. Following discussion
with staff across the organisation, the resulting feedback has
formed the basis of action plans addressing the remaining
significant issues.

A safe and healthy work environment
Plant & Food Research places a strong emphasis on ensuring
that our people have the practical knowledge and guidance
required to ensure their safety at work. The National Health
& Safety Committee, comprising staff and management
representatives, is responsible for setting and reviewing the
Institute’s health & safety programme, in line with continuous
improvement principles.
In August 2012 the Institute’s continuing efforts in this regard
saw it once more achieve tertiary level requirements for ACC’s
Workplace Safety Management Practices programme. They are
also reflected in a marked reduction in accidents causing harm,
which have reduced by 40% in the three-year period to 2012/13.
Injuries requiring medical treatment or which resulted in lost
time have also reduced significantly over the same period.

CRI stakeholder experience survey

Engagement with stakeholders is
vital, as that is how we develop and
deliver maximum value from our
science research.

Result
End user collaboration
Satisfied with the way Plant & Food Research sets
research priorities

70%

The CRIs’ shareholding Ministers are interested in how the
performance of a CRI changes over time, and in how a CRI can
improve its performance. The CRI Taskforce recommended that
each CRI be monitored against key performance indicators.

Confident that the CRI considers their sector’s
priorities when setting research priorities

67%

The Ministry of Business Innovation & Employment
commissioned Colmar Brunton to survey stakeholders on
end-user collaboration; research collaboration; technology and
knowledge transfer; and overall satisfaction.

Confident that Plant & Food Research has the ability
to put together the most appropriate research teams

The online survey ran from 11 June to 8 July 2013. Two hundred
and forty responses across a range of sectors were received.
The 37% response rate is satisfactory and gives a high degree
of confidence. The true response rate is higher as, in some
instances, multiple people from an entity (particularly large
and diverse entities) collaborated to respond.
The Operating Principles set out in our Statement of Core
Purpose state:
End-user collaboration: CRIs are expected to develop strong,
long-term partnerships with industry, government and Māori,
and to work with them to set research priorities that are well
linked to the needs and potential of their end-users.
Research collaboration: CRIs are expected to develop
collaborative relationships with other CRIs, universities
and other research institutions within New Zealand and
internationally to form the best teams to deliver the CRI’s
core purpose.

Research collaboration
80%

Technology and knowledge transfer
Have adopted knowledge or technology from Plant &
Food Research in the past 3 years

96%

Satisfied with their experience of accessing
knowledge or technology from Plant & Food
Research

83%

Overall satisfaction
Interacted with Plant & Food Research in the past
3 years and are satisfied with the overall quality of
their experience

74%

The results exclude those responding “not relevant” to the question. Satisfaction
includes those scoring between 6 and 10 inclusive.

Technology and knowledge transfer: CRIs are expected to transfer
technology and knowledge from domestic and international
sources to New Zealand industry, government and Māori.
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Financial statements

Strong financial
performance
In a difficult operating
environment we have
exceeded our budgeted
targets this year.
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT

The Directors are pleased to present the financial statements
of The New Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited
for the year ended 30 June 2013.

Results of Group Operations

Revenue

				
			

Operating profit/(loss) before taxation

2013
Actual

2013
Budget

2012
Actual

$000

$000

$000

119,051

117,792

121,375

2,790

931

1,595

Less taxation expense/(benefit)
Operating profit attributable to Parent

548

(643)

310

2,242

1,574

1,285

Principal Activity of the Group

Directors’ Remuneration

The Group’s principal activity is to provide scientific research that benefits
New Zealand, within the horticulture, arable, seafood and processed
food industries; in accordance with the purpose and principles for the
operation of Crown Research Institutes as set out in sections 4 and 5 of
the Crown Research Institutes Act 1992.
The Company is a private company limited by shares and incorporated in
accordance with the Companies Act 1993.

During the year the following remuneration was paid or payable to
Directors in accordance with the schedule approved by the Shareholding
Ministers:

Review of Operations
A review of the operations accompany this report on page 4.
Share Dealings
The Directors have not, and are unable to, trade in shares of the Company
as all shares of the Company are held by the Shareholding Ministers on
behalf of the Crown. Accordingly the Board has received no notices of
dealings in relevant interests in shares of the Company.
Directors’ Insurance
Directors’ and Officers’ liability insurance was effected for the Directors
and certain employees of the Company. The insurance is in respect of
certain specified liabilities, not including criminal liability, incurred by
a Director or employee in respect of any act or omission in his or her
capacity as a Director or employee of the Company.
The Company has indemnified Directors and certain employees of the
Company for costs and proceedings and for liabilities incurred by the
employee in respect of any act or omission in his or her capacity as an
employee of the Company. The indemnity for liabilities incurred does not
extend to criminal liability or liability for breach of a fiduciary duty owed to
the Company.
Auditors
Paul Clark of PricewaterhouseCoopers has been appointed as the audit
service provider by the Auditor-General. The Auditor-General is the
statutory auditor pursuant to section 14 of the Public Audit Act 2001 and
section 21 of the Crown Research Institutes Act 1992.

M Ahie
S Pezic
J Scotland
M Bayly
M Stuart
T Muller
A Stewart

Group $
70,320
39,213
38,707
38,200
34,824
34,200
32,535

(retired 30 June 2013)

(resigned 31 March 2013)

Remuneration of Employees
The number of employees and ex-employees whose total remuneration,
including benefits and severance payments, on an annualised basis, was
in excess of $100,000 in $10,000 bands, is:

Remuneration Number of
bands in $000 employees
100 - 109
110 - 119
120 - 129
130 - 139
140 - 149
150 - 159**
160 - 169
170 - 179
180 - 189**
190 - 199**

52
29
25
9
3
5
6
2
4
2

Remuneration Number of
bands in $000 employees
210 - 219
220 - 229
230 - 239
240 - 249
250 - 259**
330 - 339
340 - 349
390 - 399
410 - 419
510 - 519*

* Includes the Chief Executive’s remuneration
** Includes termination payments

Significant Changes
There were no significant changes to the business of the Company during
the year.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors:

Michael Ahie, Chairman
22 August 2013
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

TO THE READERS OF THE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE FOR
PLANT & FOOD RESEARCH LIMITED AND GROUP’S
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

The Auditor-General is the auditor of The New Zealand Institute for
Plant & Food Research Limited (the Company) and Group. The Group
comprises the Company and the entities it controlled at 30 June
2013 or from time to time during the financial year. The AuditorGeneral has appointed me, Paul Clark, using the staff and resources
of PricewaterhouseCoopers, to carry out the audit of the financial
statements of the Company and Group, on her behalf, for the year
ended 30 June 2013.
We have audited the financial statements of the Company and Group
on pages 44 to 71, that comprise the balance sheet as at 30 June 2013,
the statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in
equity and statement of cash flows for the year ended on that date and
the notes to the financial statements that include accounting policies
and other explanatory information.
Opinion on the financial statements
In our opinion the financial statements of the Company and Group on
pages 44 to 71:
(i) comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand;
(ii) comply with International Financial Reporting Standards; and
(iii) give a true and fair view of the Company and Group’s:
• financial position as at 30 June 2013; and
• financial performance and cash flows for the year ended on
that date.
Opinion on other legal requirements
In accordance with the Financial Reporting Act 1993 we report that,
in our opinion, proper accounting records have been kept by the
Company as far as appears from an examination of those records.
Our audit was completed on 22 August 2013. This is the date at which
our opinion is expressed.
The basis of our opinion is explained below. In addition, we outline the
responsibilities of the Board of Directors and our responsibilities, and
we explain our independence.
Basis of opinion
We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s
Auditing Standards, which incorporate the International Standards
on Auditing (New Zealand). Those standards require that we comply
with ethical requirements and plan and carry out our audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
from material misstatement.
Material misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts and
disclosures that would affect a reader’s overall understanding of the
financial statements. If we had found material misstatements that
were not corrected, we would have referred to them in our opinion.
An audit involves carrying out procedures to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on our judgement, including our
assessment of risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments; we consider internal control relevant to the Company
and Group’s preparation of the financial statements that fairly reflect
the matters to which they relate. We consider internal control in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Company and Group’s internal control.

We did not examine every transaction, nor do we guarantee complete
accuracy of the financial statements. In accordance with the
Financial Reporting Act 1993, we report that we have obtained all the
information and explanations we have required. We believe we have
obtained sufficient and appropriate audit evidence to provide a basis
for our audit opinion.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is responsible for preparing financial
statements that:
(i) comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New
Zealand; and
(ii) give a true and fair view of the Company and Group’s financial
position, financial performance and cash flows.
The Board of Directors is also responsible for such internal control
as it determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.
The Board of Directors’ responsibilities arise from the Crown
Research Institutes Act 1992 and the Financial Reporting Act 1993.
Responsibilities of the Auditor
We are responsible for expressing an independent opinion on the
financial statements and reporting that opinion to you based on our
audit. Our responsibility arises from section 15 of the Public Audit Act
2001 and the Crown Research Institutes Act 1992.
Independence
When carrying out the audit, we followed the independence
requirements of the Auditor-General, which incorporate the
independence requirements of the New Zealand Institute of Chartered
Accountants.
Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in the
Company or any of its subsidiaries.
Matters relating to the electronic presentation of the
audited financial statements
This audit report relates to the financial statements of The New
Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited (the Company)
and Group for the year ended 30 June 2013 included on the Company’s
website. The Company’s Board of Directors is responsible for the
maintenance and integrity of the Company’s website. We have not
been engaged to report on the integrity of the Company’s website. We
accept no responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the
financial statements since they were initially presented on the website.
The audit report refers only to the financial statements named above.
It does not provide an opinion on any other information which may
have been hyperlinked to or from the financial statements. If readers
of this report are concerned with the inherent risks arising from
electronic data communication they should refer to the published hard
copy of the audited financial statements and related audit report dated
22 August 2013 to confirm the information included in the audited
financial statements presented on this website.
Legislation in New Zealand governing the preparation and
dissemination of financial information may differ from legislation in
other jurisdictions.

An audit also involves evaluating:
(i) the appropriateness of accounting policies used and whether they
have been consistently applied;
(ii) the reasonableness of the significant accounting estimates and
judgements made by the Board of Directors;
(iii) the adequacy of all disclosures in the financial statements; and
(iv) the overall presentation of the financial statements.

Paul Clark
PricewaterhouseCoopers
On behalf of the Auditor-General
Auckland, New Zealand
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STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the year ended 30 June 2013

Profit and loss
Revenue
Core funding
Crown-funded research contracts
Commercial science research contracts
Other income

Less operating costs
Personnel costs
Depreciation expense
Amortisation expense
(Gain) on sale of assets
Impairment of investments
Other operating expenses

Operating profit before interest & taxation
Finance income
Finance costs
Share of retained profit of associates
Operating profit before taxation
Taxation expense/(benefit)
Operating profit after taxation attributable to owners

2013
Actual

Group
2013
Budget

2012
Actual

Note

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

(4)

43,103
19,611
53,486
2,851
119,051

43,103
25,400
47,258
2,031
117,792

43,103
21,203
54,334
2,735
121,375

43,103
19,611
53,367
2,851
118,932

43,103
21,203
54,334
2,735
121,375

69,076
7,667
1,111
(727)
39,723
116,850

65,366
8,342
1,000
(3,074)
45,391
117,025

69,664
7,926
1,306
(433)
237
41,530
120,230

67,972
7,660
1,111
(727)
40,954
116,970

68,857
7,919
1,306
(433)
177
42,423
120,249

2,201
656
(77)
10

767
262
(98)
-

1,145
494
(79)
35

1,962
656
(77)
-

1,126
593
(79)
-

2,790
548
2,242

931
(643)
1,574

1,595
310
1,285

2,541
480
2,061

1,640
(139)
1,779

(1)
25
24
2,266

1,574

3
28
31
1,316

25
25
2,086

28
28
1,807

(4a)
(5)
(5)

(6)

(7)
(7)
(19)

(8)

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss:
Currency translation differences
(22)
Cashflow hedges, net of tax
(23)
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Total comprehensive income attributable to owners

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Parent
2013
2012
Actual
Actual

STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
for the year ended 30 June 2013

Attributable to Owners of the Group
Note

Share capital

Retained
earnings

Foreign currency
translation

Cash flow
hedge

Total Equity

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

Balance as at 01 July 2011
Changes in equity for
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income, net of taxes

17,436

(22)

Other comprehensive income, net of taxes

(55)

(60)

1,285

(22) (23)

Balance as at 30 June 2012
Changes in equity for
Profit for the year

50,918

17,436

(22)

52,203

1,285
3

28

31

(52)

(32)

69,555

2,242

(22) (23)

Balance as at 30 June 2013

17,436

54,445

68,239

2,242
(1)

25

24

(53)

(7)

71,821

Attributable to Owners of the Parent
Note

Share capital

Retained
earnings

Cash flow
hedge

Total Equity

$000

$000

$000

$000

Balance as at 01 July 2011

17,436

Changes in equity for
Profit for the year

(22)

Other comprehensive income, net of taxes

(23)

Balance as at 30 June 2012

(22)

Other comprehensive income, net of taxes

(23)

Balance as at 30 June 2013

(60)

1,779

17,436

Changes in equity for
Profit for the year

50,055

51,834

1,779
28

28

(32)

69,238

2,061

17,436

53,895

67,431

2,061
25

25

(7)

71,324

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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BALANCE SHEETS
as at 30 June 2013

Current assets
Cash and short-term deposits
Receivables and prepayments
Inventories
Assets held for sale
Total current assets
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accruals
Employee entitlements
Restructuring provision
Current portion mortgage
Taxation payable
Total current liabilities

2013
Actual

Group
2013
Budget

2012
Actual

Note

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

(9)
(10)
(11)
(16)

18,061
18,322
356
675
37,414

4,850
20,812
300
25,962

14,577
17,470
551
821
33,419

17,475
18,324
355
675
36,829

14,270
17,559
550
821
33,200

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

12,851
10,056
17
238
23,162

14,570
10,463
(214)
24,819

11,861
10,154
557
16
324
22,912

12,866
9,900
17
189
22,972

11,956
10,103
557
16
302
22,934

14,252

1,143

10,507

13,857

10,266

Working capital
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Investments - subsidiaries
Investments - associates
Investments - other
Total non-current assets

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

59,581
1,193
362
166
61,302

68,562
2,000
420
380
71,362

60,284
1,969
352
155
62,760

59,558
1,193
67
275
61,093

60,252
1,969
67
268
62,556

Non-current liabilities
Employee entitlements
Mortgage
Deferred tax liability
Total non-current liabilities

(13)
(15)
(21)

976
242
2,515
3,733

730
260
3,000
3,990

895
259
2,558
3,712

953
242
2,431
3,626

848
259
2,477
3,584

71,821

68,515

69,555

71,324

69,238

NET ASSETS

Represented by:
Equity
Share capital

(22)

17,436

17,436

17,436

17,436

17,436

Retained earnings
Foreign currency translation reserve
Cash flow hedge reserve

(22)
(22)
(23)

54,445
(53)
(7)

51,079
-

52,203
(52)
(32)

53,895
(7)

51,834
(32)

71,821

68,515

69,555

71,324

69,238

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors:

Michael Ahie, Chairman
22 August 2013

Stana Pezic, Director
22 August 2013

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Parent
2013
2012
Actual
Actual

CASH FLOW STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 2013

2013
Actual

Group
2013
Budget

2012
Actual

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

123,592
602

127,951
261

128,309
459

123,259
602

128,309
459

(114,279)
(11)
(538)

(119,531)
(98)
-

(118,797)
(79)
171

(114,364)
(11)
(500)

(118,916)
(79)
181

9,366

8,583

10,063

8,986

9,954

1,078
-

3,200
-

665
136

1,078
-

665
136

(6,643)
(297)
(3)

(16,030)
(1,000)
-

(5,807)
(995)
-

(6,641)
(297)
-

(5,803)
(995)
-

(5,865)

(13,830)

(6,001)

(5,860)

(5,997)

-

-

-

94
-

60

Repayment of mortgage

(15)

-

(16)

(15)

(16)

Net cashflows from financing activities

(15)

-

(16)

79

44

3,486

(5,247)

4,046

3,205

4,001

(2)
14,577

10,097

10,531

14,270

10,269

18,061

4,850

14,577

17,475

14,270

Note
Cashflows from/(applied to) operating activities
Receipts from customers
Interest and dividends received
Payments to employees & suppliers
Interest paid
Tax paid/received
Net cashflows from operating activities

(25)

Cashflows from/(applied to) investing activities
Sale of property, plant and equipment
Sale of investment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of intangible assets
Purchase of investment

(17)

Net cashflows from investing activities
Cashflows from/(applied to) financing activities
Dividends received from subsidiary
Repayment from GraceLinc

Net cashflow
Effect of foreign currency translation adjustment
Opening cash position
Closing cash position

(9)

Parent
2013
2012
Actual
Actual

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 June 2013

1. Reporting Entities
The New Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited (the “Company” or “Plant & Food Research”) and its subsidiaries (the “Group”) is a Crown
Research Institute governed by the Crown Research Institute Act 1992 and is a limited liability company incorporated and domiciled in New Zealand. The
whole of the share capital is held by Ministers of the Crown on behalf of the New Zealand Government. The Company’s registered office is 120 Mt Albert
Road, Sandringham, Auckland 1025.
The Group is primarily involved in research services on a fee-for-service basis.
The parent Company and the Group are designated as profit-oriented entities for financial reporting purposes.
These financial statements have been approved for issue by the Board of Directors on 22 August 2013.

2. Basis of Preparation
The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars (NZD), which is the Company’s functional and presentation currency. All financial
information presented in New Zealand dollars has been rounded to the nearest thousand dollars ($000).
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention, as modified by the revaluation of financial assets, and financial assets
and financial liabilities (including derivative instruments) at fair value through profit or loss.
(A) Statement of Compliance
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Crown Research Institutes Act 1992, the Public Finance Act
1989, the Companies Act 1993 and the Financial Reporting Act 1993.
The financial statements have also been prepared in accordance with New Zealand generally accepted accounting practice (NZ GAAP). They comply with
New Zealand equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS), and other Financial Reporting Standards, as appropriate for profitoriented entities. They comply with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
(B) Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities,
revenue and expenses. Although these estimates are based on management’s knowledge of current events and actions that may be undertaken in the
future, actual results may ultimately differ from estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the Group’s
accounting policies.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is
revised and in any future periods affected. Use of estimates and assumptions is disclosed further in note 3(X).
(C) New and Amended Standards and Interpretations Adopted by The Company
The following new standards and amendments to standards are mandatory for the first time during this accounting period:
NZ IAS 1 Amendments Presentation of Items of Other Comprehensive Income
Effective from 1 July 2012 this amendment requires entities to separate items presented in other comprehensive income into two groups, based
on whether they may be recycled to profit or loss in the future. This will not affect the measurement of any of the items recognised in the financial
statements in the current period.
NZ IAS 12 Recovery of Underlying Assets
Effective from 1 January 2012 this amendment requires the measurement of deferred tax assets or liabilities to reflect the tax consequences that would
follow from the way management expects to recover or settle the carrying of the relevant assets or liabilities, that is through use or through sale. The
application of this amendment has had no impact on the measurement of the deferred tax liability in the current period.
(D) Standards and Interpretations Issued and not yet Adopted
The following new standards and amendments to standards that have been issued but are not yet effective and have not been early adopted by the Group
are:
NZ IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
Effective from 1 January 2015 NZ IFRS 9 will replace the multiple classification and measurement models in NZ IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition
and Measurement with a single model that has two classification categories: amortised cost and fair value. The Group is yet to assess the full impact and
when it will adopt NZ IFRS 9.
NZ IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements
Effective from 1 January 2013 NZ IFRS 10 builds on existing principles by identifying the concept of control as the determining factor in whether an entity
should be included within the consolidated financial statements. The Group expects there to be no material impact from the application of this standard.
NZ IFRS 11 Joint Ventures
Effective from 1 January 2013 NZ IFRS 11 makes a distinction between joint ventures and joint operations.The proposals require the accounting to reflect
the contractual rights and obligations agreed by the parties. The option to apply the proportional consolidation method when accounting for jointly
controlled entities has been removed. The Group expects there to be no material impact from the application of this standard.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
for the year ended 30 June 2013

NZ IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
Effective from 1 January 2013 NZ IFRS 12 is a new standard on disclosure requirements for all forms of interests in other entities, including joint
arrangements, associates, special purpose vehicles and other off balance sheet vehicles. The Group expects there to be no material impact from the
application of this standard.
NZ IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement
Effective from 1 January 2013 NZ IFRS 13 defines fair value and sets out a single IFRS framework for measuring fair value and required disclosures
about fair value measurements. The measurement and disclosure requirements of NZ IFRS 13 apply when another IFRS requires or permits the item to
be measured at fair value (with limited exceptions). The Group expects there to be no material impact from the application of this standard.
The Group does not expect to adopt the new standards before their operative date.

3. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these financial statements.
(A) Basis of Consolidation
(i) Subsidiaries
The consolidated financial statements of the Group include the parent entity, Plant & Food Research, and its controlled entities. Controlled entities
include entities over which the Group has the power to govern financial and operating policies so as to obtain benefits from the activities of the entity.
This power exists where the Group controls the majority voting power on the governing body or where such policies have been irreversibly predetermined
by the Group or where the determination of such policies is unable to materially impact upon the level of potential ownership benefits that arise from the
activities of the subsidiary. The financial statements of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date which the Group
obtains control and until such time as the Group ceases to control the entity. Any changes in the Parent ownership interest that do not result in the loss
of control are accounted for as equity transactions.
The Group measures the cost of a business combination as the aggregate of fair values, at the date of exchange, of assets given, liabilities incurred or
assumed, in exchange for control of the subsidiary plus any costs directly attributable to the business combination.
Any excess of the cost of the business combination over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities is recognised as goodwill. If the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities recognised
exceeds the cost of the business combination, the difference will be recognised immediately in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
The purchase method of accounting is used to prepare the consolidated financial statements of the Group. In preparing the consolidated financial
statements, the effects of all transactions, balances and unrealised gains and losses on transactions between entities in the Group have been
eliminated. The Group’s investment in its subsidiaries are initially carried at cost in the Parent’s financial statements subject to any write down arising
from an annual impairment review.
The financial statements of controlled entities have been prepared for the same reporting period as the parent entity, using consistent accounting policies.
(ii) Associates
Associates are those entities over which the Group has significant influence, but not control, of the financial and operating policies.
Investments in associate companies have been accounted for using the equity method of accounting and are initially recognised at cost and the carrying
amount is increased or decreased to recognise the Group’s share of the surplus or deficit of the associate after the date of acquisition. The Group’s share
of the surplus or deficit of the associate is recognised in the Group’s Statement of Comprehensive Income. Distributions received from an associate
reduce the carrying amount of the investment.
If the Group’s share of deficits of an associate equals or exceeds its interest in the associate, the Group discontinues recognising it’s share of further
deficits. After the Group’s interest is reduced to zero, additional deficits are provided for, and a liability is recognised, only to the extent that the Group has
incurred legal or constructive obligations or made payments on behalf of the associate. If the associate subsequently reports surpluses, the Group will
resume recognising its share of those surpluses only after its share of the surpluses equals the share of the deficits not recognised.
The Group’s share in the associate’s surplus or deficits resulting from unrealised gains on transactions between the Group and its associates is
eliminated.
(iii) Joint Ventures
A joint venture is a contractual arrangement whereby two or more parties undertake an economic activity that is subject to joint control. The Group
recognises its interest in jointly controlled entities using the equity method. The investment in a jointly controlled entity is initially recognised at cost and
the carrying amount is increased or decreased to recognise the Group’s share of the surplus or deficit of the jointly controlled entity after the date of
acquisition. The Group’s share of the profit or loss of the jointly controlled entity is recognised in the Group’s Statement of Comprehensive Income.
(B) Revenue
Revenue is recognised at the fair value of consideration received or receivable to the extent that it is probable, that economic benefits will flow to the
Group. Revenue is shown net of GST, returns and discounts and after eliminating sales within the Group. The following specific recognition criteria must
be met before revenue is recognised:
(i) Core funding
Core funding from the Crown, was established 1 July 2011 and is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the year it is received.
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(ii) Crown-funded research contracts
Revenue from the Crown is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income when the requirements under the funding agreement have been met.
(iii) Commercial science research contracts
Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods have passed to the buyer and the amount
of revenue can be reliably measured. Risks and rewards are considered passed to the buyer at the time of delivery of the goods to the customer.
Sale of services
Research services are provided on a fixed-price contract, with contract terms generally ranging from less than a year to five years.
Revenue from a contract to provide services is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction, assessed on the basis of the
actual service provided as a proportion of the total services to be provided. If circumstances arise that may change the extent of the progress toward
completion, the estimates are revised. These revisions may result in increases or decreases in estimated revenues or costs and are reflected in income
in the period in which the circumstances that give rise to the revision become known by management.
Royalties
Royalty revenue is recognised on an accrual basis in accordance with the substance of the relevant agreement.
(iv) Other income
Rental income
Lease receipts under an operating lease are recognised as revenue on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
(v) Dividend and interest revenue
Dividend revenue from investments is recognised when the shareholders’ rights to receive payment have been established. Interest revenue is
recognised on a time-proportion basis using the effective interest method.
(C) Foreign Currency Translation
Foreign currency transactions are translated into New Zealand dollars using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the transactions, except when
forward currency contracts have been taken out to cover short-term forward currency commitments. Where short-term forward currency contracts have
been taken out, the transaction is translated at the rate contained in the contract. Foreign currency denominated monetary assets and liabilities are
translated at the exchange rate prevailing at the period end. Foreign exchange gains or losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and
from the translation at balance date of foreign denominated monetary assets and liabilities are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income,
except when deferred in equity as qualifying cash flow hedges.
The results and balance sheets of all foreign operations that have a functional currency different from New Zealand dollars are translated
into the presentation currency as follows:
The assets and liabilities of foreign controlled entities are translated by applying the rate ruling at balance date and revenue and expense items are
translated at the average rate calculated for the period. The exchange differences arising on the re translation are taken directly to equity in the foreign
currency translation reserve.
On consolidation, exchange differences arising from the translation of the net investment in foreign operations, and of borrowing and other currency
instruments designated as hedges of such investments, are taken to shareholder’s equity.
(D) Borrowing Costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
(E) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash in hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term highly liquid investments with maturities of three
months or less after balance date, that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in
value and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current liabilities in the Balance Sheet.
(F) Trade and Other Receivables
Trade receivables are recognised initially at fair value, plus any transaction costs, and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method, less any provision for doubtful receivables.
Collectibility of trade receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis. Debts which are known to be uncollectible are written off when identified. A provision
for doubtful receivables is established when there is objective evidence, for example notice of liquidation or receivership, that the Group will not be able
to collect all amounts due according to the original terms of receivables. The amount of the provision is the difference between the asset’s carrying
amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows, discounted at the effective interest rate, if applicable. The amount of the provision is
recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
When a trade receivable is uncollectible, it is written off against the provision if it has been provided for or immediately recognised in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income, within other operating expenses, if not. Any recoveries of trade receivables written off are credited against bad debts in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.
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(G) Inventories
Inventories held for distribution or consumption in the provision of services that are not supplied on a commercial basis are measured at the lower of
cost and current replacement cost.
Inventories held for use in the production of goods and services on a commercial basis are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost
is determined using the first-in, first-out method and for both work in progress and finished goods includes expenditure incurred in acquiring the
inventories and bringing them to their existing location and condition. Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of
business, less applicable variable selling expenses.
Agricultural produce is valued at fair value less estimated selling costs.
The write down from cost to current replacement cost or net realisable value is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income, within other
operating expenses.
The profit contained in the intra-company sales of inventory has been eliminated on consolidation.
(H) Property, Plant and Equipment
The Group has four classes of property, plant and equipment:
- Land
- Buildings
- Plant and equipment
- Motor vehicles
Land is recorded at cost. All other property, plant and equipment is shown at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment
losses, except for assets transferred from the Crown. Property, plant and equipment transferred from the Crown has been included in the accounts at
values established by independent valuers which is the deemed cost. All subsequent expenditure has been initially recorded at cost.
Cost includes expenditures that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount only
when it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the asset will flow to the Group and the cost of the item can be
measured reliably. All other costs are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income when the expense is incurred. Where an asset is acquired
at no cost, or for a nominal cost, it is recognised at fair value as at the date of acquisition. The Group constructs some items of plant for use in research.
These have been brought into the accounts at the cost of direct labour and materials plus an appropriate proportion of direct overheads.
Land transferred to the Group cannot be freely traded. Section 30 of the Crown Research Institutes Act 1992 requires that prior to sale sections 40-42 of
the Public Works Act 1981 be complied with. These sections require that land offered for sale must be offered to the original owner of that land or their
successors. An arbitration clause is included to establish fair values for such offers.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount of the asset. Gains and losses on disposal are
included in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
(i) Non-current Assets Held for Sale
Non-current assets are classified as assets held for sale when their carrying amount is to be recovered principally through a sale transaction and a sale
is considered highly probable. They are stated at the lower of carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell if their carrying amount is to be recovered
principally through a sale transaction rather than through continuing use and a sale is considered highly probable.
(I) Depreciation
Depreciation on assets, except land, is calculated using the straight-line method, at rates calculated to allocate the asset’s cost, less estimated residual
value, over its estimated useful life. Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the shorter of the unexpired period of the lease and the estimated
useful life of improvements.
The useful lives of major asset classes of property, plant and equipment have been estimated as follows:
Land 		
10 - 40 years
Buildings 		
10 - 100 years
Plant and equipment 3 - 10 years
Motor vehicles
3 - 10 years
The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each financial year-end.
The assets’ carrying value is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable
amount.
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(J) Intangible Assets
(i) Goodwill
Goodwill is initially measured at its cost, being the excess of acquisition cost over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets,
liabilities and contingent liabilities. Goodwill on acquisition of subsidiaries is included in intangible assets by applying the purchase method. Goodwill on
acquisition of associates is included in investments in associates by applying the equity method.
Goodwill arising in business combinations is not amortised. Instead, goodwill is tested for impairment annually. After initial recognition, the Group
measures goodwill at cost less any accumulated impairment losses. An impairment loss recognised for goodwill will not be reversed in any subsequent
period.
Goodwill is allocated to cash generating units for the purpose of impairment testing.
(ii) Software
The cost of software, databases and related items, either acquired or internally generated, is recognised as an expense when incurred, except for:
The cost of software, databases and related items, either acquired or internally generated, which are unique and controlled by the Group, and that will
probably generate measurable economic benefits exceeding costs beyond one year is capitalised as intangible assets.
Costs associated with maintaining computer software are recognised as an expense when incurred.
The carrying value of software is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life. Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use and
ceases at the date that the asset is derecognised. The amortisation charge for each period is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
The useful lives and associated amortisation rates of major classes of intangible assets have been estimated as follows:
Software 3 - 5 years
(iii) Trademarks and licenses
The cost of acquired trademarks and licenses are capitalised as intangible assets where they will probably generate measurable economic benefits
exceeding costs beyond one year. Trademarks and licenses have a finite useful life and are carried at cost less accumulated amortisation.
Amortisation is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate the cost over their estimated useful lives, which is between 10 and 15 years.
(iv) Research and development
Research and development is the business of the Company. Most work is performed under contract for others, and in most cases intellectual property
rights are retained. All research and development costs are expensed in the period they are incurred.
When a project reaches the stage where it will probably generate future measurable economic benefits exceeding development cost, development cost
is recognised as an intangible asset. The asset is amortised from the commencement of commercial production of the product to which it relates, on a
straight-line basis, over the period of expected benefit.
(K) Investments and Other Financial Assets
The Group classifies its investments by the following categories: financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, held-to-maturity investments,
loans and receivables and available-for-sale financial assets. The classification depends on the purpose for which the investments were acquired.
Management determines the classification of its investments at initial recognition and re-evaluates this designation at each reporting date.
Financial assets and liabilities are initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs unless they are carried at fair value through profit or loss, in
which case the transaction costs are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on trade-date, the date on which the Group commits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial
assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or have been transferred and the Group has
transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.
The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets is based on quoted market prices at the balance sheet date. The quoted market price
used is the current bid price.
The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded in an active market is determined using valuation techniques.
The Group uses a variety of methods and makes assumptions that are based on market conditions existing at each balance date. Quoted market prices
or dealer quotes for similar instruments are used for long-term debt instruments held. Other techniques, such as estimated discounted cash flows, are
used to determine fair value for the remaining financial instruments.
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(i) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
This category has two sub-categories: financial assets held for trading, and those designated at fair value through profit or loss at inception. A financial
asset is classified in this category if acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the short term or if so designated by management.
Derivatives are also categorised as held for trading unless they are designated as hedges. Assets in this category are classified as current assets if they
are either held for trading or are expected to be realised within 12 months of the balance sheet date. After initial recognition they are measured at their
fair values. Gains or losses on remeasurement are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Financial assets in this category include derivatives, see note 3 (T).
(ii) Financial assets at fair value through equity (available for sale)
Financial assets at fair value through equity are those that are designated as fair value through equity or are not classified in any of the other categories.
This category encompasses:
- Investments that Plant & Food Research intends to hold long-term but which may be realised before maturity; and
- Shareholdings that Plant & Food Research holds for strategic purposes.
After initial recognition these investments are measured at their fair value. Gains and losses are recognised directly in equity except for impairment
losses, which are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income. In the event of impairment, any cumulative losses previously recognised in
equity will be removed from equity and recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income even though the asset has not been derecognised. On derecognition the cumulative gain or loss previously recognised in equity is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
(iii) Loans and receivables
These are non derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market.
After initial recognition they are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Gains and losses when the asset is impaired or
derecognised are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income. Loans and receivables are classified as “trade and other receivables” and
“cash and short term deposits” in the Balance Sheet.
(L) Impairment of Financial Assets
At each balance sheet date the Group assesses whether there is any objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired. Any
impairment losses are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
(M) Impairment of Non-Financial Assets
The carrying amounts of the Group’s non-financial assets, other than inventories and deferred tax assets, are reviewed at each reporting date to
determine whether there is an indication that an asset may be impaired. Where an indicator of impairment exists, or where annual impairment testing
for an asset is required, the Group makes a formal estimate of the recoverable amount. Assets that have a finite useful life are reviewed for impairment
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable.
An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the
higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use. Value in use is depreciated replacement cost for an asset where the future economic
benefits or service potential of the asset are not primarily dependent on the asset’s ability to generate net cash flows and where the entity would, if
deprived of the asset, replace its remaining future economic benefits or service potential.
For the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are separately identifiable cash flows (cashgenerating units). The value in use for cash-generating assets is the present value of expected future cash flows. An impairment loss is recognised in
the Statement of Comprehensive Income. Non-financial assets that suffered impairment are reviewed for possible reversal of the impairment at each
reporting date, this is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
(N) Trade Payables
Trade payables are initially measured at fair value and subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method.
(O) Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Company has a present obligation (either legal or constructive), as a result of a past event, it is probable that an
outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. Provisions are
not recognised for future operating losses.
Provisions are measured at the present value of management’s best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the present obligation at the balance
sheet date, the discount rate used to determine the present value reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific
to the liability. The increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognised as an interest expense.
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(P) Employee Benefits
(i) Wages and salaries, annual leave, sick leave and other benefits
Provision is made for employee benefits accumulated as a result of employees rendering services up to balance date including related oncosts.
The benefits include wages and salaries, annual leave, sick leave, incentives and other benefits. The provision for employee benefits is measured at the
remuneration rates expected to be paid when the liability is settled.
The Group recognises a liability for sick leave to the extent that absences in the coming year are expected to be greater than the sick leave entitlements
earned in the coming year. The amount is calculated based on the unused sick leave entitlement that can be carried forward at balance date, to the
extent that the Group anticipates it will be used by staff to cover those future absences.
The Group recognises a liability and an expense for bonuses where contractually obliged or where there is a past practice that has created a constructive
obligation.
(ii) Long service leave and retirement leave
Service leave and retirement leave entitlements are calculated based on the employee’s entitlement and their current pay rate. The liability for long
service leave is recognised in the provision for employee benefits and measured as the present value of expected future payments to be made in respect
of services provided by employees up to the reporting date. Consideration is given to expected future wage and salary levels, experience of employee
departures and periods of service.
Long term benefits expected to be settled within 12 months are classified as employee entitlements under current liabilities.
(iii) Pension and post retirement benefits
The Group operates a defined contribution superannuation plan. A defined contribution plan is a pension plan under which the Group pays fixed
contributions to a separate entity. The Group has no legal or constructive obligations to pay further contributions if the fund does not hold sufficient
assets to pay all employees the benefits relating to employee service in the current and prior periods.
The Group’s contributions made to defined contribution superannuation plans are recognised as an expense in the Statement of Comprehensive Income
when they are due.
(iv) Restructuring
A provision for restructuring is recognised when the Company has approved a detailed and formal restructuring plan, and the restructuring either has
commenced or has been announced publicly.
(Q) Leases
The Company leases certain plant and equipment, land and buildings.
Finance leases, where the lessee is transferred substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of an asset, whether or not title is
eventually transferred.
At the commencement of the lease term, the Group recognises finance leases as assets and liabilities in the Balance Sheet at the lower of the fair value
of the leased item or the present value of the minimum lease payments. The amount recognised as an asset is depreciated over its useful life. If there is
uncertainty as to whether the Group will obtain ownership at the end of the lease term, the asset is fully depreciated over the shorter of the lease term
and its useful life.
Operating lease payments, where the lessors effectively retains substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of the leased item, are
recognised as an expense in the Statement of Comprehensive Income on a straight line basis over the lease term.
(R) Income Tax
(i) Current tax
Income tax expense comprises both current tax and deferred tax, and is calculated using tax rates that have been enacted or substantially enacted by
balance date. Current tax and deferred tax are charged or credited to the Statement of Comprehensive Income, except when they relate to items charged
or credited directly to equity, in which case the tax is dealt with in equity. Current tax is the amount of income tax payable based on the taxable profit for
the current year, plus any adjustments to income tax payable in respect of prior years.
(ii) Deferred tax
Deferred tax is the amount of income tax payable or recoverable in future periods in respect of temporary differences calculated using the liability
method and unused tax losses. Deferred tax is not accounted for if it arises from initial recognition of goodwill or from initial recognition of an asset or
liability in a transaction, other than a business combination, that at the time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss.
Deferred tax is recognised if it arises from investments in subsidiaries and associates, and interests in joint ventures, except where the company can
control the reversal of the temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
Deferred tax is measured using the tax rates (and laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet date and are expected to
apply when the related deferred income tax asset is realised or the deferred income tax liability is settled. A deferred tax asset is recognised to the extent
that it is probable that future taxable profits will be available against which the temporary differences can be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at
each reporting date and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realised.
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(S) Goods & Services Tax (GST)
The Statement of Comprehensive Income has been prepared so that all components are stated exclusive of GST. All items in the Balance Sheet are
stated net of GST, with the exception of receivables and payables which include GST invoiced. Where GST is not recoverable as input tax then it is
recognised as part of the related asset or expense. The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the Inland Revenue Department is included
as part of receivables or payables in the Balance Sheet.
The net GST paid to, or received from the IRD, including the GST relating to investing and financing activities, is classified as an operating cash flow in
the Cash Flow Statement.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed exclusive of GST.
(T) Derivative Financial Instruments
The Group enters into derivative transactions, principally forward currency contracts. The purpose of these transactions is to manage the currency
risk arising from the Group’s operations. All derivative financial instruments are recognised in the Balance Sheet at their fair value. Changes in the fair
value of derivative financial instruments are recognised either in the Statement of Comprehensive Income in equity depending on whether the derivative
financial instrument qualifies for hedge accounting, and if so, whether it qualifies as a fair value hedge or cash flow hedge.
In accordance with its treasury policy, the Group does not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for trading purposes.
Changes in the fair values of forward currency contracts that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges, to the extent that they are effective
hedges, are recorded in equity. The gains and losses that are recognised in equity are transferred to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the
same period in which the hedged item affects earnings. On sale, expiry, or de-designation of a forward currency contract, the cumulative gains or losses
are maintained in equity until such time as the forecast transaction impacts earnings. If the forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur the
cumulative gain or loss is transferred to the Statement of Comprehensive Income. The Group documents at inception of the transaction the relationship
between hedging instruments and hedging items, as well as its risk management objective and strategy for undertaking various hedge transactions. The
process includes linking all forward currency contract derivative financial instruments to specific firm commitments or forecast transactions. The Group
also documents its assessment, both at the hedge inception and on an ongoing basis, of whether the forward currency derivative financial instruments
used are highly effective.
(U) Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at their fair value plus transition costs. After initial recognition all borrowings are measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method.
(V) Equity
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.
Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares are shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds.
(W) Budget Figures
The budget figures are derived from the Statement of Corporate Intent as approved by the Board, and the Shareholder, at the beginning of the financial
year. The budget figures have been prepared in accordance with NZ IFRS, using accounting policies that are consistent with those adopted by the Group
for the preparation of these financial statements. The budget figures are unaudited.
(X) Critical Accounting Estimates and Assumptions
In preparing these financial statements the Group has made estimates and assumptions concerning the future. These estimates and assumptions
may differ from the subsequent actual results. Estimates and assumptions are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectation of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. The estimates and assumptions that have a
significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below:
(i) Property, plant and equipment useful lives and residual value
At each balance date the Group reviews the useful lives and residual values of its property, plant and equipment. Assessing the appropriateness of useful
life and residual value estimates of property, plant and equipment requires the Group to consider a number of factors such as the physical condition of
the asset, expected period of use of the asset by the Group, and expected disposal proceeds from the future sale of the asset.
An incorrect estimate of the useful life or the residual value will impact the depreciation expense recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income,
and carrying amount of the asset in the Balance Sheet. The Group minimises the risk of this estimation uncertainty by physical inspection of assets,
an asset replacement program, review of second hand market prices for similar assets and an analysis of prior asset sales. The Group has not made
significant changes to past assumptions concerning useful lives and residual values. The carrying amount of property, plant and equipment is disclosed
in note 16.
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(ii) Investment Impairment
The Parent annually performs an impairment review of its significant subsidiaries and associates. None of the subsidiaries or associates are actively
traded in any market. The carrying amount of investments is disclosed in notes 18 to 20.
(iii) Retirement and long service leave
The present value of the retirement and long service leave obligations depend on a number of factors that are determined on an actuarial basis using a
number of assumptions. Two key assumptions used in calculating this liability include the discount rate and the salary inflation factor. Any changes in
these assumptions will impact on the carrying amount of the liability.
In determining the appropriate discount rate the Company considered the interest rates on NZ government bonds which have terms to maturity that
match, as closely as possible, the estimated future cash outflows. The salary inflation factor has been determined after considering historical salary
inflation patterns. A weighted average discount rate of 4.13% and a salary inflation factor of 3.8% were used.
If the discount rate were to differ by 1% from the Company’s estimates, with all other factors held constant, the carrying amount of the liability would be
an estimated $39,000 higher / lower.
If the salary inflation factor were to differ by 1% from the Company’s estimates, with all other factors held constant, the carrying amount of the liability
would be an estimated $10,000 higher / lower.
The carrying amount of employee entitlements are disclosed in the Balance Sheet.
(Y) Critical Judgements in Applying the Company’s Accounting Policies
Management has exercised the following critical judgement in applying the Company’s accounting policies for the period ended 30 June 2013:
(i) Lease classification
Determining whether a lease agreement is a finance or an operating lease requires judgement as to whether the agreement transfers substantially
all the risks and rewards of ownership to the Group. Judgement is required on various aspects that include, but are not limited to, the fair value of the
leased asset, the economic life of the leased asset, whether or not to include renewal options in the lease term and determining an appropriate discount
rate to calculate the present value of the minimum lease payments.
Classification as a finance lease means the asset is recognised in the Balance Sheet as property, plant and equipment, whereas for an operating
lease no such asset is recognised. The Group has exercised its judgement on the appropriate classification of building and equipment leases and has
determined all leases are operating leases.
(Z) Dividend Distribution
Dividend distribution to the company’s shareholders is recognised as a liability in the Group’s financial statements in the period in which the dividends
are approved by the company’s shareholders.
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Group

Parent

2013

2012

2013

2012

$000

$000

$000

$000

4. COMMERCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH CONTRACTS
Royalties
Other commercial science research contracts
Total commercial science research contracts

17,780
35,706
53,486

17,574
36,760
54,334

17,780
35,587
53,367

17,574
36,760
54,334

4A. Operating Profit before Taxation
After charging
Auditors’ remuneration
Audit fees for financial statement audit
Bad debts written off
Change in provision for doubtful debts
Directors fees
Employer contributions to defined contribution plans
Unrealised foreign exchange (gains)
(Gain) on sale of assets*

113
2
2
288
1,082
(77)
(727)

123
2
25
327
1,081
(36)
(433)

113
2
2
288
1,082
(77)
(727)

123
2
25
327
1,081
(36)
(433)

(16)

1,797
5,381
489
7,667

1,854
5,671
401
7,926

1,797
5,378
485
7,660

1,854
5,664
401
7,919

(17)

1,111
1,111

1,306
1,306

1,111
1,111

1,306
1,306

6,269
9,347
7,349
4,122
12,636
39,723

6,557
9,150
7,358
4,078
14,387
41,530

6,269
9,347
7,325
3,938
14,075
40,954

6,557
9,150
7,340
3,898
15,478
42,423

7. Net Finance Costs
Interest income on bank deposits
Dividends received
Finance income

636
20
656

484
10
494

636
20
656

484
109
593

Interest expense on bank borrowings
Finance expense

(77)
(77)

(79)
(79)

(77)
(77)

(79)
(79)

Total net finance costs

579

415

579

514

Note

(10)

* 2012 gain includes insurance proceeds received of $460,000.

5. Depreciation and Amortisation
Depreciation
Buildings
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles
Total depreciation on property, plant and equipment
Amortisation
Software and databases
Patents, trademarks and licences
Total amortisation of intangible assets

6. Other Operating Expenses
Other operating expenses
Materials and equipment
Research contracts
Rental and operating lease costs
Travel
Other general operating costs
Total general operating expenses
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Group
8. Taxation
Profit before taxation
Prima facie taxation @ 28%

Note

Plus/(less) taxation effect:
Non-assessable income
Non-deductible expenditure
Prior period adjustment
Imputation credits on dividends received
Deferred tax change on buildings
Utilisation of tax losses

The taxation charge is represented by:
Current taxation
Deferred tax benefit

(21)

Parent

2013

2012

2013

2012

$000

$000

$000

$000

2,790
781

1,595
447

2,541
711

1,640
459

(206)
34
(56)
(5)
-

161
114
(3)
(342)

(206)
34
(54)
(5)
-

(28)
144
102
(3)
(342)

-

(67)

-

(471)

548

310

480

(139)

591
(43)

961
(651)

526
(46)

526
(665)

548

310

480

(139)

The Company is not required to maintain an Imputation Credit Account pursuant to section OB1(2)(d) of the Income Tax Act 2007.

9. Cash and Short-term Deposits
Cash on hand and at bank
Short-term deposits

1,355
16,706

870
13,707

769
16,706

563
13,707

18,061

14,577

17,475

14,270

The carrying value of short-term deposits with maturity dates of three months or less approximates their fair value. The weighted average
effective interest rate for term deposits is 3.64% (2012: 3.60%).
Cash and short-term deposits are held with banks that have a credit rating of at least A-.
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Group
10. Receivables and Prepayments
Trade receivables
Provision for impairment

Accrued income
Prepayments and other receivables

Parent

2013

2012

2013

2012

$000

$000

$000

$000

13,073
(221)
12,852

12,612
(219)
12,393

13,110
(221)
12,889

12,612
(219)
12,393

3,763
1,707

3,289
1,788

3,732
1,703

3,388
1,778

18,322

17,470

18,324

17,559

The carrying value of receivables approximates their fair value. The carrying amount of receivables that would otherwise be past due, but
not impaired, whose terms have been renegotiated is $1,918,000 (June 2012 $1,874,000). As at 30 June 2013 and 30 June 2012, all overdue
receivables have been assessed for impairment and appropriate provisions applied, as detailed below:

Group
Gross
Not past due
Past due 1 - 30 days
Past due 31 - 60 days
Past due 61 - 90 days
Past due > 91 days
Total

30 June 2013
Impairment

11,004
1,196
620
102
151
13,073

(70)
(151)
(221)

Net

Gross

10,934
1,196
620
102
12,852

30 June 2012
Impairment

10,589
600
136
1,212
75
12,612

(70)
(2)
(2)
(70)
(75)
(219)

Net
10,519
598
134
1,142
12,393

Parent
Gross
Not past due
Past due 1 - 30 days
Past due 31 - 60 days
Past due 61 - 90 days
Past due > 91 days
Total

30 June 2013
Impairment

11,041
1,196
620
102
151
13,110

(70)
(151)
(221)

Net

Gross

10,971
1,196
620
102
12,889

30 June 2012
Impairment

10,589
600
136
1,212
75
12,612

(70)
(2)
(2)
(70)
(75)
(219)

Net
10,519
598
134
1,142
12,393

The provision for impairment has been calculated based on expected losses for the Group’s pool of debtors. Expected losses
have been determined based on an analysis of the Group’s losses in previous periods, and review of specific debtors.

Group

Movements in the provision for impairment of receivables are as follows:

2013
$000

Parent
2012
$000

2013
$000

2012
$000

Balance at 1 July
Additional provisions made during the year
Receivables written-off during the year

(219)
(2)
-

(194)
(25)
-

(219)
(2)
-

(194)
(25)
-

Balance at end of year

(221)

(219)

(221)

(219)

270
86

354
197

270
85

354
196

356

551

355

550

11. Inventories
Agricultural stock
Other
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Group
12. Accounts Payable and Accruals
Trade payables and accruals
Other payables and accruals
Revenue in advance

Parent

2013

2012

2013

2012

$000

$000

$000

$000

8,291
1,953
2,607

7,359
2,577
1,925

8,386
1,953
2,527

7,454
2,577
1,925

12,851

11,861

12,866

11,956

Accounts payable and accruals are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30-day terms, therefore the carrying value of
accounts payable and accruals approximates their fair value.

13. Employee Entitlements
Annual leave
Service leave
Retirement leave
Other leave and accruals

4,696
895
2,449
2,992

4,819
839
2,489
2,902

4,540
872
2,449
2,992

4,768
792
2,489
2,902

Total employee entitlements

11,032

11,049

10,853

10,951

Comprising:
Current
Non-current

10,056
976

10,154
895

9,900
953

10,103
848

11,032

11,049

10,853

10,951

557
357
(914)

180
1,285
(908)

557
357
(914)

180
1,285
(908)

-

557

-

557

14. Restructuring Provision
Opening balance 1 July
Additional provisions made
Amounts utilised
Closing balance at 30 June

The Group’s Board approved a detailed and formal restructuring plan related to the science operations during the 2012 year.
Provision was made for the obligations of expected restructuring costs for employee termination benefits and other restructuring costs. The 2012
restructuring plan was completed during 2013.
Severance payments of $914,000 were paid to 28 employees during the year (2012: $908,000 to 20 employees).

15. Non-Current Liabilities
Mortgage liability *

259

275

259

275

Less current portion of mortgage liability
Non-current portion of mortgage liability

17
242

16
259

17
242

16
259

* Secured by way of a mortgage over property at Kerikeri. Interest rate currently 3.99% (2012: 3.99%). The term is for a period of no greater than 33 years
commencing on 1 January 2000. The current portion of the mortgage is included within current liabilities. The carrying amount of the mortgage liability
approximates its fair value.
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16. Property, Plant and Equipment

Group

Parent

Land

Buildings

Plant and
Equipment

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

6,779
22
(210)
-

53,040
1,099
(272)
69
-

86,971
3,720
(2,649)
(283)
2

5,293
638
(474)
(12)
-

152,083
5,479
(3,395)
(226)
(210)
2

6,779
22
(210)
-

53,040
1,099
(272)
69
-

86,881
3,716
(2,649)
(283)
-

5,244
638
(474)
(12)
-

151,944
5,475
(3,395)
(226)
(210)
-

Closing balance 30 June 12

6,591

53,936

87,761

5,445

153,733

6,591

53,936

87,665

5,396

153,588

Accumulated depreciation
Opening balance 1 July 11
Additions
Disposals
Transfers

-

22,844
1,854
(22)
46

62,331
5,671
(2,630)
(44)

3,399
401
(396)
(5)

88,574
7,926
(3,048)
(3)

-

22,844
1,854
(22)
46

62,245
5,664
(2,630)
(44)

3,379
401
(396)
(5)

88,468
7,919
(3,048)
(3)

Closing balance 30 June 12

-

24,722

65,328

3,399

93,449

-

24,722

65,235

3,379

93,336

6,591

29,214

22,433

2,046

60,284

6,591

29,214

22,430

2,017

60,252

Land

Buildings

Plant and
Equipment

Motor
Vehicles

Total

Land

Buildings

Plant and
Equipment

Motor
Vehicles

Total

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

6,591
478
-

53,936
2,182
(59)
2
-

87,761
3,972
(753)
(34)
(2)

5,445
530
(855)
(6)
(2)

153,733
7,162
(1,667)
(38)
(4)

6,591
478
-

53,936
2,182
(59)
2
-

87,665
3,970
(753)
(40)
-

5,396
530
(855)
-

153,588
7,160
(1,667)
(38)
-

Closing balance 30 June 13

7,069

56,061

90,944

5,112

159,186

7,069

56,061

90,842

5,071

159,043

Accumulated depreciation
Opening balance 1 July 12
Additions
Disposals
Transfers

-

24,722
1,797
(47)
-

65,328
5,381
(744)
-

3,399
489
(720)
-

93,449
7,667
(1,511)
-

-

24,722
1,797
(47)
-

65,235
5,378
(744)
-

3,379
485
(720)
-

93,336
7,660
(1,511)
-

Closing balance 30 June 13

-

26,472

69,965

3,168

99,605

-

26,472

69,869

3,144

99,485

7,069

29,589

20,979

1,944

59,581

7,069

29,589

20,973

1,927

59,558

Cost
Opening balance 1 July 11
Additions
Disposals
Transfers
Reclassification to asset held sale
Foreign exchange movement

Net book value

Motor
Vehicles

Total

Land

Buildings

Plant and
Equipment

Motor
Vehicles

Total

Group

Cost
Opening balance 1 July 12
Additions
Disposals
Transfers
Foreign exchange movement

Net book value

Parent

Some land holdings are restricted assets to the extent that they are potentially subject to Maori land claims. The book value of land potentially subject to
Maori claims is $7,069,000.
There are no restrictions over the title of the remaining Group’s property, plant and equipment, nor is any property, plant or equipment pledged as
security for liabilities except as disclosed in note 15.
The Company holds numerous germplasm collections of horticultural material for research purposes. Due to the nature of the collections their value
can not be measured reliably for financial purposes, however they have a fundamental importance to the Company’s research.
Assets held for sale comprise of land of $675,000 (2012: $821,000). Land with a cost of $146,000 was sold during the year.
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17. Intangible Assets

Group

Cost
Opening balance 1 July 11
Additions
Disposals
Transfers

Parent

Software,
Databases

Patents,
Trademarks

Goodwill

$000

$000

$000

Total

Software,
Databases

Patents,
Trademarks

Goodwill

Total

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

5,461
995
(7)
251

467
-

19
-

5,947
995
(7)
251

5,461
995
(7)
251

467
-

-

5,928
995
(7)
251

Closing balance 30 June 12

6,700

467

19

7,186

6,700

467

-

7,167

Accumulated amortisation
Opening balance 1 July 11
Additions
Disposals
Transfers

3,404
1,306
(7)
28

467
-

19
-

3,890
1,306
(7)
28

3,404
1,306
(7)
28

467
-

-

3,871
1,306
(7)
28

Closing balance 30 June 12

4,731

467

19

5,217

4,731

467

-

5,198

Net book value

1,969

-

-

1,969

1,969

-

-

1,969

Group

Cost
Opening balance 1 July 12
Additions
Disposals
Transfers
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Parent

Software,
Databases

Patents,
Trademarks

Goodwill

$000

$000

$000

Total

Software,
Databases

Patents,
Trademarks

Goodwill

Total

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

6,700
297
(6)
38

467
-

19
-

7,186
297
(6)
38

6,700
297
(6)
38

467
-

-

7,167
297
(6)
38

Closing balance 30 June 13

7,029

467

19

7,515

7,029

467

-

7,496

Accumulated amortisation
Opening balance 1 July 12
Additions
Disposals
Transfers

4,731
1,111
(6)
-

467
-

19
-

5,217
1,111
(6)
-

4,731
1,111
(6)
-

467
-

-

5,198
1,111
(6)
-

Closing balance 30 June 13

5,836

467

19

6,322

5,836

467

-

6,303

Net book value

1,193

-

-

1,193

1,193

-

-

1,193
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18. Investments - Subsidiaries

GraceLinc Limited
HortResearch (Australia) Pty Limited
Plant & Food Research (USA) Corporation
Plant & Food Research Australia Pty Limited
Truffle Investment New Zealand Limited
New Zealand Institute for Crop & Food Research International Limited
New Zealand Institute for Crop & Food Research Rosehip Limited

Principal Activity

Balance
Date

Interest
Held %

Non trading
Non trading
Marketing and consultancy services in the USA
Marketing and consultancy services in Australia
Non trading
Non trading
Non trading

30 June
30 June
30 June
30 June
30 June
30 June
30 June

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Plant & Food Research Australia Pty Limited and HortResearch (Australia) Pty Limited are incorporated in Australia. Plant & Food Research (USA)
Corporation is incorporated in the USA. All other subsidiaries are incorporated in New Zealand. The accounts of Plant & Food Research Australia Pty
Limited, HortResearch (Australia) Pty Limited and Plant & Food Research (USA) Corporation have not been audited.

19. Investments - Associates
The Group’s share of profit/(loss) in its associated companies for the year was $10,000 (2012: $35,000).

Principal Activity

Interest
Held

Total
Assets

Developing & commercialising IP
Developing & commercialising IP
Developing & commercialising IP
Developing & commercialising IP

50.0%
49.0%
33.3%
25.0%

78
1,268
757
10

3
872
244
-

1,038
2,923
-

89
(109)
-

Developing & commercialising IP
Developing & commercialising IP
Developing & commercialising IP
Developing & commercialising IP

50.0%
49.0%
33.3%
25.0%

78
480
1,056
9

3
173
434
-

540
2,942
-

(1)
96
58
-

30 June 2013
Jukebox NZ Limited
Forage Innovations Limited
Biopolymer Network Limited
Rhindo International Limited

Total
Liabilities

Revenue

Profit/(Loss)

30 June 2012
Jukebox NZ Limited
Forage Innovations Limited
Biopolymer Network Limited
Rhindo International Limited
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Group
19. Investments - Associates (Continued)
Jukebox NZ Limited
Forage Innovations Limited
Biopolymer Network Limited
Rhindo International Limited
Total associate investments

2012

2013

2012

$000

$000

$000

$000

40
177
143
2

40
131
179
2

40
10
15
2

40
10
15
2

362

352

67

67

3
3

-

-

-

93
22
16
7
25
163

93
22
14
7
19
155

150
22
16
63
24
275

150
22
14
63
19
268

166

155

275

268

20. Investments - Other
a) Joint Ventures
Pacific Berries LLC
b) Other
CropLogic Limited
Fruitpackers (HB) Co-op Limited
Ravensdown Fertiliser Co-op Limited
Advantage Wheats Pty Limited
Others at cost

Total other investments

Parent

2013

Except for Ravensdown Fertiliser Co-op Limited, none of the other investments are traded in an active market, therefore investments are stated at cost rather
than fair value.

21. Deferred Tax Asset/(Liability)

Group

Property, plant
equipment
$000

Investmentsassociates
$000

Derivative financial
instruments
$000

Employee
Other
entitlements provisions
$000
$000

Tax
losses
$000

Total
$000

Balance at 1 July 2011
Charged to statement of comprehensive income
Balance at 30 June 2012

(5,604)
490
(5,114)

(67)
(18)
(85)

(17)
8
(9)

2,276
126
2,402

203
45
248

-

(3,209)
651
(2,558)

Charged to statement of comprehensive income

221

(3)

7

(163)

(19)

-

43

(4,893)

(88)

(2)

2,239

229

-

(2,515)

Balance at 1 July 2011
Charged to statement of comprehensive income
Balance at 30 June 2012

(5,604)
490
(5,114)

-

(17)
8
(9)

2,276
126
2,402

203
41
244

-

(3,142)
665
(2,477)

Charged to statement of comprehensive income

221

-

7

(163)

(19)

-

46

(4,893)

-

(2)

2,239

225

-

(2,431)

Balance at 30 June 2013

Parent

Balance at 30 June 2013
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Group

Parent

2013

2012

2013

2012

$000

$000

$000

$000

17,436
-

17,436
-

17,436
-

17,436
-

Closing balance at 30 June

17,436

17,436

17,436

17,436

Retained earnings
Opening balance
Operating profit/(loss) after taxation

52,203
2,242

50,918
1,285

51,834
2,061

50,055
1,779

Closing balance at 30 June

54,445

52,203

53,895

51,834

Foreign currency translation
Opening balance
Foreign currency translation difference for foreign operations

(52)
(1)

(55)
3

-

-

Closing balance at 30 June

(53)

(52)

-

-

Ordinary shares (000’s)
On issue opening balance
Issued for cash

17,436
-

17,436
-

17,436
-

17,436
-

On issue at closing balance 30 June

17,436

17,436

17,436

17,436

22. Share Capital & Reserves
Share capital
Opening balance
Issue of ordinary shares

All issued shares are fully paid and have no par value.
The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends as declared from time to time and are entitled to one vote per share at meetings of the Company.
All shares rank equally with regard to the Company’s residual assets.
Dividends paid to shareholders represented $0 per share in 2013 (2012: $0).

23. Cash Flow Hedge Reserve
Opening balance at 1 July
Transferred to cost of sales
Revaluations
Closing balance at 30 June

(32)
25

(60)
28

(32)
25

(60)
28

(7)

(32)

(7)

(32)
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Group
24. Commitments
The following amounts have been committed to by the Group or Parent,
but are not recognised in the financial statements:
a) Capital commitments
Property, plant and equipment
b) Operating commitments (excluding leases)
c) Operating lease commitments
Lease commitments under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:
Not later than one year
Later than one year and not later than five years
Later than five years

d) Operating lease income
Lease income under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:
Not later than one year
Later than one year and not later than five years
Later than five years

Parent

2013

2012

2013

2012

$000

$000

$000

$000

4,192

1,939

4,192

1,939

569

425

569

425

991
1,879
406
3,276

977
1,694
387
3,058

991
1,879
406
3,276

977
1,694
387
3,058

641
789
1,430

248
270
118
636

641
789
1,430

248
270
118
636

The Group received rental income of $964,000 during the year. Rental income is included within Other income in the Statements of Comprehensive Income.
The Group leases premises and plant and equipment. Operating leases held over properties give the Group the right to renew the lease subject to a
redetermination of the lease rental by the lessor. There are no renewal options or options to purchase in respect of plant and equipment held under
operating leases.
The Group rents premises. Operating leasees have the rights to renew the lease subject to a redetermination of the lease rental.

25. Reconciliation of Operating Profit/(Loss) After Tax
with Cash Flow from Operating Activities
Operating profit after tax
Associated entities (profit)
Add/(less) non-cash items:
Depreciation and amortisation
Movement in foreign exchange
Non-cash movements in investments
Other non-cash items
Impairment of assets
Decrease/(increase) in future tax benefit
(Decrease)/increase in employee entitlement
Add/(less) items classified as investing activities:
(Gain) on sale of property, plant and equipment
Movements in working capital:
Decrease/(increase) in receivables and prepayments
Decrease/(increase) in inventory
Increase/(decrease) in trade payables and accruals
Increase/(decrease) in restructuring provision
Increase/(decrease) in taxation payable

Net cash flow from operating activities
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2,242
(10)
2,232

1,285
(35)
1,250

2,061
2,061

1,779
1,779

8,778
(25)
(10)
(3)
(43)
(17)
8,680

9,232
10
(38)
191
(651)
590
9,334

8,771
(7)
(46)
(98)
8,620

9,225
(3)
(60)
191
(665)
559
9,247

(727)

(433)

(727)

(433)

(1,037)
195
666
(557)
(86)
(819)

2,990
(127)
(4,361)
377
1,033
(88)

(943)
195
450
(557)
(113)
(968)

2,861
(127)
(4,356)
377
606
(639)

9,366

10,063

8,986

9,954
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26. Related Party Transactions
The Company is a wholly owned entity of the Crown. The government significantly influences the role of the Company in addition to being a major source
of revenue.
The Company enters into transactions with government departments, state-owned enterprises and other Crown entities. Core funding amounting
to $43,103,000 was received from MBIE (a government department) during the year to 30 June 2013. Core funding is disclosed on the face of the
Statements of Comprehensive Income. Those transactions that occur within a normal customer / supplier relationship on terms and conditions no more
or less favourable than those which it is reasonable to expect the Company would have adopted if dealing with that entity at arm’s length in the same
circumstances have not been disclosed as related party transactions.
The Company is the ultimate parent of the Group and includes the following subsidiaries and associates: HortResearch (Australia) Pty Limited, Plant
& Food Research (USA) Corporation, GraceLinc Limited, Truffle Investment New Zealand Limited, Plant & Food Research Australia Pty Limited, New
Zealand Institute for Crop & Food Research International Limited, New Zealand Institute for Crop & Food Research Rosehip Limited, Jukebox NZ
Limited, Biopolymer Network Limited, Rhindo International Limited and Forage Innovations Limited.

All members of the Group are considered to be related parties.

Purchase of services
2013
2012
$000

$000

1,598
-

Subsidiaries
Associates

$000

2013

$000

$000

$000
991

2012
$000

187
-

Sale of services
2013
2012
114
1,092

Subsidiaries
Associates

1,279
-

Due to

2013

Due from

165
-

2012
$000

114
383

219

a) Related party transactions other than described above:
All related party transactions have been entered into on an arms length basis.
The company and the Group contracted with parties associated with certain directors during the year. These are as detailed below.
These transactions were all at normal commercial rates.

2013

Group

$000
Parties associated with Directors

Nature of the transaction

Kiwi Innovation Network Ltd
The Bio Commerce Centre Ltd

Services
Rent

1
1

2012

2013

$000

$000

39
1

Parent

2012
$000

1
1

39
1

2,258
2,200
2,258
Post-employment benefits
Key management personnel include the Board of Directors, the Chief Executive and the other members of the senior executive team.

2,200

b) Key management personnel compensation:
Salaries and other short term employee benefits
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27. Financial Instruments
The Group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial instrument risks, including market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk. The Group has a series of
policies to manage the risks associated with financial instruments and seeks to minimise exposure from financial instruments. These policies do not
allow any transactions that are speculative in nature.
Market risk
Fair value interest rate risk
The Group has a policy of ensuring that the Group’s exposure to changes in interest rates on borrowings is minimised. Interest rate swaps are entered
into to achieve an appropriate level of exposure to meet the Group’s policy. Any movement in the interest rate would impact the profit via the interest cost
of the overdraft and the movement in the fair value of the interest rate swap derivative.
There were no interest rate swaps as at 30 June 2013.
At 30 June 2013 the Group’s exposure to the fair value interest rate risk was limited to its bank deposits which are held at fixed rates of interest.
Cash flow interest rate risk
Cash flow interest rate risk is the risk that the cash flows from a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates.
Investments at variable interest rates expose the Group to cash flow interest rate risk. The Group’s investment policy requires a spread of investment
maturity dates to limit exposure to short-term interest rate movements. The Group currently has no variable interest rate investments.
Currency risk
Currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to changes in foreign exchange rates. The
Group purchases goods and services overseas which require it to enter into transactions denominated in foreign currencies. The Group also holds small
balances of AUD, EUR and USD at call in order to settle transactions denominated in foreign currencies. As a result of these activities, exposure to
currency risk arises.
It is the Group’s policy to manage foreign currency risks arising from contractual commitments and liabilities by entering into foreign exchange forward
contracts to hedge the foreign currency risk exposure. All of the forward exchange contracts have maturities of less than one year at the balance sheet
date.
Sensitivity analysis
As at 30 June 2013, if the 90 day bank bill rate had been 25 basis points higher or lower, with all other variables held constant, the profit for the year
would have been $38,000 (June 2012: $29,000) higher or lower. This movement is attributable to increased or decreased interest received on short-term
deposits.
As at 30 June 2013, if the currency had weakened or strengthened by 10% against the US dollar, with all other variables held constant, the profit for the
year would have been $67,000 higher or lower. This movement is mainly attributable to foreign exchange gains and losses on translation of US dollardenominated trade receivables and payables.
As at 30 June 2013, if the currency had weakened or strengthened by 10% against the AU dollar, with all other variables held constant, the profit for the
year would have been $58,000 higher or lower. This movement is mainly attributable to foreign exchange gains and losses on translation of AU dollardenominated trade receivables and payables.
As at 30 June 2013, if the currency had weakened or strengthened by 10%, with all other variables held constant, the cash flow hedge movement through
equity would have been $84,000 higher if the currency had strengthened or $79,000 lower if it had weakened.
Other market risk
The Group is not exposed substantial to other market price risk rising from financial instruments.
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that a third party will default on its obligations to the Group, causing the Group to incur a loss.
Due to the timing of its cash inflows and outflows, the Group invests surplus cash with registered banks. The Group’s investment policy limits the
amount of credit exposure to any one institution.
The Group’s maximum credit exposure for each class of financial instrument is represented by the total carrying amount of cash and short-term
deposits (note 9), net debtors (note 10) and derivative financial assets. There is no collateral held as security against these financial instruments,
including those instruments that are overdue or impaired.
Management has a credit policy in place under which each new customer is individually analysed for credit worthiness and assigned a credit limit before
the standard payment and delivery terms and conditions are offered. Where available the Group reviews external ratings and references are obtained.
Credit limits are reviewed on a regular basis.
Net receivables includes two customers who represents 30% of the total trade receivables at balance date. The Group is not exposed to any other
concentrations of credit risk as surplus cash is only invested with registered banks with specified Standard and Poor’s credit ratings.
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27. Financial Instruments (continued)
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will encounter difficulty raising liquid funds to meet commitments as they fall due. Prudent liquidity risk
management implies maintaining sufficient cash, the availability of funding through an adequate amount of committed credit facilities and the ability to
close out market positions. The Group aims to maintain flexibility in funding by keeping committed credit lines available. It is the Group’s policy to provide
credit and liquidity enhancement only to wholly owned subsidiaries.
The table below analyses the Group’s derivative financial instruments and other financial liabilities that will be settled on a gross basis into relevant
maturity groupings based on the remaining period at the balance sheet date to the contractual maturity date. The amounts disclosed are the contractual
undiscounted cash flows.

Contractual
cash flow

Group 2013
Up to
12 months

10,244

10,244

10,244

-

-

10,244

10,244

10,244

-

-

11
18

777
393

777
393

-

-

Carrying
amount
Trade and other payables

Forward exchange contracts
Inflow
Outflow

1-2 years

3 years

Group 2012
Trade and other payables

Forward exchange contracts
Inflow
Outflow

9,936

9,936

9,936

-

-

9,936

9,936

9,936

-

-

44
75

3,996
2,695

3,996
2,695

-

-

Parent 2013
Trade and other payables

Forward exchange contracts
Inflow
Outflow

10,339

10,339

10,339

-

-

10,339

10,339

10,339

-

-

11
18

777
393

777
393

-

-

Parent 2012
Trade and other payables

Forward exchange contracts
Inflow
Outflow

10,031

10,031

10,031

-

-

10,031

10,031

10,031

-

-

44
75

3,996
2,695

3,996
2,695

-

-
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27. Financial Instruments (continued)
Effective 1 July 2009, the Group adopted the amendment to NZ IFRS7 for financial instruments that are measured in the Balance Sheet at fair value,
which requires disclosure of fair value measurements by level based on the following fair value measurement hierarchy:
- Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1)
- Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (that is, as prices) or indirectly (that
is, derived from prices) (Level 2)
- Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (that is, unobservable inputs) (Level 3)

Group and Parent

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

$000’s

$000’s

$000’s

$000’s

30 June 2013
Assets
Derivative financial instruments- fair value hedges
Total assets

-

11
11

-

11
11

Liabilities
Derivative financial instruments- fair value hedges
Total liabilities

-

18
18

-

18
18

Assets
Derivative financial instruments- fair value hedges
Total assets

-

44
44

-

44
44

Liabilities
Derivative financial instruments- fair value hedges
Total liabilities

-

75
75

-

75
75

30 June 2012

The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets is based on quoted market prices at the reporting date. A market is regarded as active if
quoted prices are readily and regularly available from an exchange, dealer, broker, industry group, pricing service, or regulatory agency, and those prices
represent actual and regularly occurring market transactions on an arm’s length basis. The quoted market price used for financial assets held by the
group is the current bid price.
These instruments are included in Level 1.
The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded in an active market (for example, over-the-counter derivatives) is determined by using
valuation techniques. These valuation techniques maximise the use of observable market data where it is available and rely as little as possible on entity
specific estimates. If all significant inputs required to fair value an instrument are observable, the instrument is included in Level 2.
If one or more of the significant inputs is not based on observable market data, the instrument is included in Level 3.
Specific valuation techniques used to value financial instruments include:
- Quoted market prices or dealer quotes for similar instruments.
- The fair value of interest rate swaps is calculated as the present value of the estimated future cash flows based on observable yield curves.
- The fair value of forward foreign exchange contracts is determined using forward exchange rates at balance date, with the resulting value discounted
back to present value.
- Other techniques, such as discounted cash flow analysis, are used to determine fair value for other financial instruments.
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28. Categories of Financial Assets and Liabilities
The carrying amounts of financial assets and liabilities in each of the NZ IAS 39 categories are as follows:

Group

Parent

2013

2012

2013

2012

Note

$000

$000

$000

$000

(9)
(10)

18,061
16,615
34,676

14,577
15,682
30,259

17,475
16,621
34,096

14,270
15,781
30,051

(20)

166

155

275

268

34,842

30,414

34,371

30,319

9,200
259

8,659
275

9,350
259

8,754
275

9,459

8,934

9,609

9,029

Loans and receivables
Cash and short-term deposits
Trade and other receivables
Total loans and receivables
Available for sale
Investments - other
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
Accounts payable and accruals
Mortgage liability

(12)
(15)

Total financial liabilities

29. Capital Management
The Company’s capital is its equity, which comprises share capital and accumulated funds. Equity is represented by net assets.
The Company is subject to the financial management and accountability provisions of the Crown Research Institutes Act 1992, which imposes
restrictions in relation to borrowings, acquisition of securities, issuing guarantees and indemnities and the use of derivatives.
The Company manages its equity as a by-product of prudently managing revenues, expenses, assets, liabilities and general financial dealings to ensure
the Company effectively achieves its objectives and purpose, whilst remaining a going concern.
The Group’s and Parent’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the Group’s and Parent’s ability to continue as a going concern in order to
provide returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders and to maintain an optimal capital structure to reduce the cost of capital. The Group
and Parent recognises the need to maintain a balance between the higher returns that might be possible with greater gearing and the advantages and
security afforded by a sound capital position.

30. Contingencies
Contingent Liabilities
There were no contingent liabilities known to exist at balance date (June 2012 $0).
Contingent Assets
There were no contingent assets known to exist at balance date (June 2012 $0).

31. Other Significant Items			
The discovery of the vine killing bacteria Psa in New Zealand kiwifruit orchards was a significant event for the kiwifruit industry. There remains the
potential for a material impact on future earnings Plant & Food Research derives from the kiwifruit industry.
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2013
Actual
Research Collaboration
Peer reviewed publications
Book chapters
Technology and knowledge transfer
Licensing deals of CRI-derived IP
Licences
Client reports
Technologies, products and services
Plant variety rights
Granted in NZ
Granted overseas
Patents
Granted in NZ
Granted overseas
Trademarks
Registered
Requests for information from databases and collections
Science quality
International awards
Invitations for international committees
Invitations for editorial boards
Average number of citations per CRI published paper
Proportion published papers in top 25 international journals
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2012
Actual

307

315

28

22

16
423
192

8
397
85

10
5

11
17

3
11

3
5

2

4

40

47

11
31
14
7.8
24%

11
16
20
6.9
18%

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
for the year ended 30 June 2013

In the financial year ended 30 June 2013, the Board and management of The New Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited were responsible for:
→ the preparation of the financial statements and the judgements used therein.
→ establishing and maintaining a system of internal control designed to provide reasonable assurance as to the integrity and reliability of financial and
non-financial performance reporting.
In the opinion of the Board and management of The New Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited, these financial statements fairly reflect
the financial position and operations of The New Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited for the year ended 30 June 2013.

Michael Ahie, Chairman
22 August 2013

Stana Pezic, Director
22 August 2013
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Michael Ahie (Chairman)

Professor Alison Stewart (Deputy Chair)

Greg Gent (Deputy Chair)

Michael Ahie is a business owner and
company director based in Wellington.
He is a founding partner of leadership
and business coaching company AltusQ
and a director of a number of companies
including Farmers Mutual Group, Vehicle
Testing Group, The Bio Commerce Centre
and MIG Angels.

Professor Alison Stewart is a former
Director of the Bio-Protection Research
Centre and immediate past Chair of
aCoRE, the Association of Centres of
Research Excellence. She is actively
involved in developing and promoting
the field of plant pathology and has a
particular interest in the control of plant
pathogenic fungi using antagonistic
micro-organisms. Her research group
has successfully commercialised three
Trichoderma-based biocontrol products for
the control of fruit and vegetable diseases.

Greg Gent, of Kaipara, is a senior
commercial director with dairy farming
interests in the Far North. He has strong
governance expertise having spent a
decade on the Fonterra Board, and
holding other directorships in the dairy,
insurance, financial services and banking
industries. Mr Gent currently serves as
a Crown appointee on his local District
Health Board and has contributed to local
government reform.

Mr Ahie received a First Class Honours
degree from Massey University and has
completed the Executive Development
Programme at The Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania. He brings
to Plant & Food Research international
business and governance experience
with multinational companies in sales,
marketing, global strategy and business
management. His past roles include senior
roles with Toyota New Zealand Ltd, the New
Zealand Dairy Board and Wrightson Ltd.

Prof. Stewart was the recipient of the 2008
MAF Biosecurity Award for Excellence
and in 2009 became a Companion of the
New Zealand Order of Merit (CNZM) in
recognition of her services to biology, in
particular, to the area of plant pathology.
(Resigned 31 March 2013)

Mark Bayly

Professor Juliet Gerrard

Todd Muller

Dr Mark Bayly has a background in
international marketing and management
consultancy, with a strong interest in, and
emphasis on, innovation. He holds a PhD
from the National University of Ireland,
UCD, Masters Degrees in both commercial
law and business, as well as a Bachelors
Degree in science.

Professor Juliet Gerrard trained at
Oxford University, where she completed
an Honours degree in Chemistry and a
DPhil in Biological Chemistry. In 1993, she
was appointed as a research scientist at
Crop & Food Research, and in 1998 as a
Lecturer in Biochemistry at the University
of Canterbury, where she is now Professor
and Director of the Biomolecular Interaction
Centre. Juliet has over 100 publications,
as well as three books. She won a National
Teaching Award for Sustained Excellence
in Tertiary Teaching in 2004 and is an active
member of three of New Zealand’s Centres
of Research Excellence, as a Principal
Investigator in both the MacDiarmid
and Riddet Institutes and an Associate
Investigator in the Maurice Wilkins Centre.
Juliet was made a Fellow of the Royal
Society of New Zealand in 2012; she is also
Chair of the RSNZ Marsden Fund Council.

Todd Muller currently holds a senior
external relations role for the Fonterra
Co-operative Group. Mr Muller’s career
has been strongly agribusiness-focused
with eight years of senior management
experience for Zespri International Limited
with accountability for shareholder services,
corporate relations and innovation.

Dr Bayly has been a board member of
several companies.

(Appointed 1 July 2013)
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More recently Mr Muller was the Chief
Executive of Apata Limited, a large kiwifruit
and avocado postharvest facility based in
the Bay of Plenty. He is also a member of
the Council of the University of Waikato,
where he graduated with M.Soc.Sc in 1992,
and has had previous governance roles
within the kiwifruit sector.

Directory
Stana Pezic

Mark Stuart

Stana Pezic is currently the Chief Financial
Officer of Stevensons Group following
her role as CFO at Metrowater, the
Auckland City Council’s water retailer and
infrastructure manager. Ms Pezic was
previously General Manager at Whitcoulls
Group Ltd, and has extensive experience
in financial management, general
management, strategy development and
process change.

Mark Stuart has broad general management
and governance expertise combining
entrepreneurial and public sector experience
and a strong focus on innovation.

Michael Ahie

Mr Stuart has a background in building
technology-based businesses including
having led the founding teams of ZyGEM,
Ectus and OBodies. Mr Stuart was previously
the Chief Executive of WaikatoLink,
the technology transfer company of
the University of Waikato. As CEO of
WaikatoLink, Mr Stuart was involved in the
development and commercialisation of
technologies based on intellectual property
developed by the University of Waikato.

Mark Bayly

Her background spans infrastructure,
manufacturing and retail, following various
roles with Carter Holt Harvey, Whitcoulls
Group, The Warehouse and Esso Australia.

Mr Stuart has extensive governance
experience including having been a
Director of ZyGEM Corporation Ltd,
Graftoss Ltd, Novatein Ltd, Obodies Ltd,
Nouvoa Ltd, Solenza Ltd, RuralLink and
Chairperson of Khipu Systems Ltd. He
is also a Council member on the New
Zealand Angel Association and a member
of the NZBio Advisory Council.

Directors
Chairman

Greg Gent
Deputy Chair

Prof. Juliet Gerrard
Todd Muller
Stana Pezic
Mark Stuart
Chief Executive officer
Peter Landon-Lane
Senior Management Team
Dr Bruce Campbell
Chief Operating Officer

Dr Ian Ferguson, MNZM FRSNZ
Chief Scientist

David Hughes
Group General Manager Commercial

Michael James
Chief Financial Officer

Craig Jensen
General Manager Human Resources

Registered Office

Jim Scotland
Jim Scotland is a Hawke’s Bay-based
business consultant, and former Deputy
Chair of state-owned enterprise AgriQuality
Ltd and Director of Landcorp Farming Ltd.
Among his current governance roles are
Chair of Port of Napier Ltd, Director of
Seeka Kiwifruit Industries Ltd and Director
of Hawkes Bay Airport Ltd.

120 Mt Albert Road
Sandringham
Auckland 1025
New Zealand
Auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers on behalf
of the Controller and Auditor General
Bankers
ANZ Bank New Zealand Ltd

(Retired 30 June 2013)
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Research has shown that, in the Pukekohe region, potatoes
that are harvested in the pre-Christmas period, mostly
early season fresh potatoes, do not need spraying to
control the tomato-potato psyllid. Eliminating chemical
control application for early season potato crops is
estimated to have saved growers in this region more than
$300 per hectare.

READ MORE

Cultivars developed in the Plant & Food Research pipfruit
breeding programme are exclusively commercialised through
Prevar™ Limited. Prevar is a joint venture between Apple &
Pear Australia Limited, Pipfruit New Zealand and Plant &
Food Research. The company has commercialised four apple
cultivars through licensing agreements with apple producers
and marketers globally – Lemonade®/Honeymoon™, Smitten®,
Sweetie and Rockit®. It is estimated that 1.5 million trees will
be planted worldwide by 2018 under license from Prevar.
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